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letter from the publIsher

I share in the blame of the financial problems of our country. I am a member of a minority, a small handful of people that
call ourselves The Blame Accepters of America. I primarily joined this group because it has so few members and there is
such a tremendous demand for this organization to exist. Why not throw my name in the hat? 

Here is some of the evidence against me. I own a few bank stocks. By investing in companies that took a risk in people
repaying their loans, I was part of the blame. By owning real estate and hoping it could miraculously continue to increase
in value forever, although the odds of doing so are less than those pyramid schemes continuing forever, I am part of the
blame. By voting for people working in our legislature who were responsible for oversight of the lending industry, but
didn't have the wisdom to see these pyramid type systems developing, I again am part of the blame.

In our tiny organization of blame accepters, some confusion set in. While we were fully willing to accept the decrease in
our stock prices and real estate prices due to our risk-taking endeavors, something unusual happened. Those people we
elected to spend roughly a third of the money we earn are going to try and bail us out with our money. This bailout is con-
fusing to our organization of blame accepters. What is The Blame Accepters of America supposed to do if we are only
allowed to realize financial victories but are not allowed to lose? Our organization is at risk of losing more members. Our
bizarre impression of a free country and a free economic system meant that not only did we celebrate the wins, but we
accepted, learned from, and moved on from our losses. Alas–no more. 

I guess I'm as excited as everyone else about the change coming our way. I've trained my mind to ignore that nobody
seems to know exactly what we are changing to. All I can do is look at this bailout situation and surmise that change means
we are no longer going to lose anything. The only people who can lose are the few members of my dear organization of
blame accepters. I'll miss those people.

If you are like me, please join us. If you invest with your money, time, and efforts in worthwhile challenges that could
possibly fail, and accept the possibility of failure along with the dream of success, please join us. If you vote for politi-
cians who fail to properly regulate and compensate these failures with your money, and you take responsibility for your
vote, please join us. 

As of this writing, I do not know who is elected the next President of the United States or who will lead the Congress.
But, I'll pray for them and wish them the best. Concerning The Blame Accepters of America, please join us. We need your
dues. 

I would also like to extend my appreciation to our healthcare community for their extraordinary efforts during the storm.
Also, I would like to congratulate one of our writers, Karen Stassi, for winning the Louisiana State Medical Society's first
place award in print media for her article, “In Search of the Superbug: Local Hospitals Tackle MRSA.” We truly enjoy
what we do and we thank you for making us your source for local healthcare news, information, and analysis.
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Smith W. Hartley

Men are only clever at shifting blame from

their own shoulders to those of others.
Titus Livius (59 BC - 17 AD) 



Hurricane Gustav
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uring and after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Baton Rouge shone like a beacon in the
night, a haven of light, shelter, and hope. The electricity was on, the hospitals were
open, the shelters welcoming. There were problems of course, but the mere fact that
we were functional in the face of the catastrophe in New Orleans allowed us to be
heroic in our compassion and capacity to help. And yet, I am willing to venture that
in the grips of Gustav, when our city had a taste of the victim's role along with the
rescuing hero’s, our community glowed more brightly still. One of the most striking
examples was the extraordinary level of cooperation, adaptability, and resilience of
our area hospitals, their staffs, and volunteers when that role reversal hit with hurri-
cane force. As in any disaster situation, all did not go as planned and there were
many lessons to be learned.

timeline of hurricane Gustav

by: Karen Stassi

Ambulances stage for evacuations prior to Gustav.
Patsy Lynch/FEMA
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Gustav Approaches
In an effort to avoid the scenes we saw at hospitals post-Katrina,
many critical patients were moved out of New Orleans and coastal
areas before Gustav made landfall. Baton Rouge has always been a
logical spot to bring those patients too vulnerable to travel further
out of harm's way. Sufficiently inland to avoid the worst hurricanes
have to offer, it also reduces the distance those patients have to trav-
el both initially and on their return. Baton Rouge was also the logi-
cal spot to pull special needs patients off evacuation buses, rather
than risk their health with a long journey. Yet traditionally, and par-
ticularly post-Katrina, said Terri McNorton, Director of
Communications for Baton Rouge General, Baton Rouge area hos-
pitals go into first responder mode, ready to deal with an influx of
casualties during and after the storm. 

Prior to the storm LSU’s Health Care Services Division (HCSD)
evacuated patients at
facilities thought to be
in jeopardy, bringing
them to facilities north
of I-10. It was a phe-
nomenal task as five of
the system’s hospitals
fell within the cone of
uncertainty for
Hurricane Gustav.
Complete evacuations
occurred at facilities in
Houma, Lake Charles,
and Lafayette and par-
tial evacuation of high
risk and special needs
patients were completed
at Bogalusa Medical
Center and LSU Interim
Hospital in New
Orleans. Neonates were
taken to Woman's
Hospital and to LSU-Shreveport. Med/Surg, ICU, and special needs
patients were taken to Earl K. Long, Huey P. Long in Pineville, and
LSU Shreveport. “It was the largest transfer of patients in LSU
HCSD history and it went off without a hitch,” said Marvin
McGraw, Director of Communications, LSU Hospitals. 

Before landfall, Woman's Hospital opened its doors to several babies
and expectant mothers from hospitals in Gustav's projected path.
Woman's Hospital received 45 infants from New Orleans, Houma,
Morgan City, and other communities. Of those 45, 17 were born to
pregnant mothers after evacuating potentially impacted areas. 

Like many of the area hospitals, Our Lady of the Lake Regional
Medical Center started planning for Gustav long before hurricane

season began. Many of the major preparations went into place after
the devastating 2005 hurricane season, but in May, prior to this sea-
son, OLOL began to educate its staff about both personal and job-
related responsibilities and precautions. The staff also were asked to
consider whether their personal lives would allow them to serve on

Team A, which rides
out the storm at the
facility, or Team B, the
recovery team which
relieves Team A after
the initial crisis. There
was also an assessment
of what supplies the
center would need.
When the storm was
five days out, those
supplies were ordered
and pre-positioned.
Before landfall, the
report line where staff
could phone in to find
out status updates,
report times, etc., was
activated. 

“I think the significant
learning for us

occurred during Katrina,” said LSU HCSD President and CEO
Michael Butler. “Our most important lesson learned was that we had
to depend a lot on our own personnel and on our own resources.
There was no cavalry coming and we had to have our plans in place
for whatever might happen.” Because communications went down
in Katrina and some hospitals felt cut off, the LSU system as a whole
beefed up their communications systems to include interoperable
radios at each facility, and blackberries and text messaging for key
people. They also had ham radios and satellite phones on hand if
necessary. The LSU system also contracted with its own transporta-
tion system to move patients among the hospitals, freeing up ambu-
lances and other transportation for evacuations of nursing homes and
other LHA facilities, said Butler. Each hospital ensured it had the
personnel, food, water, and supplies to operate in isolation for a min-

I think the significant learning for us occurred
during Katrina. Our most important lesson
learned was that we had to depend a lot on
our own personnel and on our own
resources. There was no cavalry coming and
we had to have our plans in place for whatev-
er might happen.

-Michael Butler, LSU HCSD President and CEO 

Aug. 29 
• EPA grants waiver to keep adequate gas

supply available for evacuations. 

Aug. 26
• 5:00 p.m. Governor Jindal holds the first

of many Gustav news conferences.

The boardroom at Baton Rouge General becomes command central
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imum of one week. Both clinical and administrative records were
backed up in two distinct locations and patients' records were avail-
able to physicians wherever they might be transferred.

Mitch Wasden, CEO of Ochsner-Baton Rouge, credited his hospi-
tal's successful planning to the facility being part of the Ochsner
System. “As part of our disaster planning, we reached out to the hos-
pitals that had ridden out Katrina to learn from their experiences.”
Based on that advice, about a week before Gustav arrived, the Baton
Rouge hospital acquired and installed a generator large enough to
run all hospital functions, including air conditioning. So confident
were they in that generator, and unwilling to experience any possi-
ble disruption in power supply, the hospital actually switched to gen-
erator power prior to Gustav's landfall. 

Each hospital also established who might need childcare or other
assistance during both response and recovery shifts and provided it
on-site for those actively working shifts. Many hospitals set aside
certain areas for downtime and sleeping to keep the staff as fresh as
possible. “We learned during Katrina, that sleep is crucial,” said
Baton Rouge General's Terri McNorton. “We found that during that
storm, people stayed on working continuous shifts because they
couldn't get home.” 

Some of the hospitals, recognizing the concern people have for their
pets during a storm, also provided shelter for those animals during
the storm. The pet areas were set up in non-patient areas of the cam-
puses.  

Almost all of the hospitals increased security and went to tighter
controlled access at their facilities even before landfall. While none
reported security issues, it was another precaution learned as a result
of New Orleans hospitals' experiences during Katrina, said OLOL's
COO, Terrie Sterling. “It wasn't a lockdown. We just kept closer
track of who came and went. It made everyone here feel more
secure. The fewer people you have to manage the better.”

As the storm approached, Baton Rouge General CEO Bill Holman
told his staff, “I know you have questions about what if, but we will
hold off and communicate information based on what actually is.”
His statement reflected lessons learned the hard way during
Hurricane Katrina when rampant rumors affected the soundness of
decisions by responders, victims, and government agencies. “We are
trying to find the balance between being very prepared and not over-
reacting,” said Holman. 

“I've been through ten hurricanes in the past four years, and one of
the things I have learned about hurricanes is that every single one of
them has their own personality, and their own impact, so you learn
something new from every storm,” said Louisiana Department of
Health and Hospitals (DHH) Secretary Alan Levine. “But one of the
things that is consistent is that whatever your plans are as an institu-
tion, they are going to fail.” One of the first examples Levine cited
was the decision of some hospitals to shelter in place for Gustav.
When the forecast changed and projected that a Category 4 hurri-
cane was lined up for a direct hit on Louisiana, there was a scram-
ble to evacuate patients. As of Saturday evening, all of the contract-
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ed buses and ambulances had not yet arrived from out of state
and Baton Rouge capacity was already stretched with the crit-
ical care patients that had been pre-evacuated. DHH and the
Governor's staff spent the night arranging air evacuations
from New Orleans and Lake Charles by C-130 planes and
Chinook helicopters to Arkansas. “That was a lesson learned;
how quickly your system can get backed up when there is a
decision to evacuate.” Levine said it is critical for hospitals to
have a Plan B for when Plan A goes wrong and to anticipate
some plan failure. “Most of the hospitals I think did that.”

Arrival and Aftermath
Just as many of us experienced the fleeting security of having
a generator when two days later we ran out of gas, the hospi-
tals found that backup generators are not all they are cracked
up to be. With the exception of one, each area hospital expe-
rienced generator-related issues ranging from breaker mal-
functions to inability to keep the hospitals cool enough.
Mercifully Gustav, unlike Katrina, was followed by an
entourage of clouds and rain bands that kept temperatures in
the 80s rather than the 90s for a few days. Even so, keeping
one’s cool soon became a challenge, both literally and figura-
tively. “Prior to Gustav, the longest we had to run on genera-
tor was eight hours,” said Jodi Conachen, Public Relations
Manager for Woman's Hospital. “When we started to get into
the second day on generator power, we had to launch some
other provisions.” As the weather, and consequently the hos-
pitals, warmed up, condensation also became a challenge. At
some hospitals that posed a problem for surgery where exces-
sive moisture compromised sterility. At others, floors became
dangerously slick and non-slip pads became a premium item. 

As much of the population began to venture out to assess the
damage, rig more extension cords, find ice or gas, keep the
kids entertained, and work out how to patch that hole in the
roof, the B shift or Recovery Team folks were reporting to
work to replace those who had ridden out the storm in the hos-
pitals. The hospitals' priorities swelled beyond patient care to
staff care, finding ways to feed, clothe, and provide daycare
for their workers all while trying to bring the facilities back to
full service. Dress codes were modified, then almost aban-
doned at some facilities as the heat soared and clean clothes
dwindled. Phone service around town was spotty both for land
lines and cell phone service, so summoning employees back
to work posed a real challenge, said McNorton. Wasden

We are trying to find the balance between
being very prepared and not overreacting.

-Bill Holman, BR General CEO 

Aug. 29
• Nineteen parishes declare state of emergency

including Baton Rouge. 
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agreed and said Ochsner, like most, resorted to television, radio, and
internet announcements to summon their employees into work. “We
learned during Katrina that text messaging still worked when cell
phones were down,” said Jodi Conachen of Woman's Hospital, “so
we made sure our charge nurses had cell phones to text the physi-
cians.”

After a couple of days of valiant struggle with their generators'
inability to run chillers, both Lane RMC and Earl K. Long Medical
Center were forced to evacuate their patients to other hospitals. “It
was a tough decision,” said Lane CEO Randy Olson. “It wasn't that
we were unable to function as a hospital, but that the walls, ceilings,

and equipment began to drip as the condensation collected.” Many
of Lane's patients ironically went to Ochsner facilities in New
Orleans, which fared much better than Baton Rouge this time. Lane
had also thought it would have to transfer its nursing home patients,
but a FEMA provided generator covered their emergency power
needs and allowed the air conditioning to operate, so it was not nec-
essary. 

Earl K. Long transferred most of its patients to other LSU facilities
with the exception of a few neonates which went to nearby Woman's
Hospital. “It was a cooling and electrical issue,” said Michael
Butler. Even though Entergy returned power to the hospital fairly
quickly, a transformer blew, preventing the hospital from receiving
that electricity. Because the transformer dated back to the hospital's
opening, it was difficult to replace. Even on generator power, it was
hard to keep patients, labs, and computer equipment cool, said
Butler. 

“As a hospital CEO, I have had to make that decision and it is a very
hard one to make,” said Alan Levine. “You literally have those peo-
ple's lives in your hands and you want to make the right call.”

One of the things that is consistent is that
whatever your plans are as an institution,
they are going to fail.

-DHH Secretary Alan Levine

Damage at EKL



Levine said it is easy for people to be Monday morning quarterbacks
and tell them what they should have done, or to sit in the EOC and tell
them what they should do, but when you are the person ultimately
responsible for the lives of those patients, you have to make the call
about what is in the best interest of those patients. “I will not second
guess those decisions because I know what those folks had to go
through while making them. You don't have the benefit of 20/20 hind-
sight.”

Yet both EKL and Lane kept their emergency departments function-
ing, keeping ambulances on standby for those who needed to be
admitted, so they could be taken to other hospitals. Access to medica-

tion also became a priority after the storm as many were caught short
without refills. EKL kept its outpatient pharmacy open so patients
would continue to have access to their reduced price meds and also
offered IV fluids to first responders and troops assisting in hurricane
recovery efforts. 

recovery
Entergy was able to restore power to the area surrounding Woman's
Hospital by the Tuesday following Gustav, but the storm had damaged
the hospital's switch gear. After determining the existing generator
was not keeping the hospital cool enough, the hospital sought and
received a more powerful generator from Johnson Controls, which
arrived within 24 hours. They also requested several independent
cooling units from Home Depot that were immediately shipped from
Texas to keep the babies cool until the generator arrived. “Our storm
heroes were the building operations guys who worked tirelessly to get
power restored to the building,” said Conachen. “They never stopped
working the problems and finding multiple solutions. At one point
they even erected a tent in the rain so they could keep working.” 

Meanwhile the numbers swelled at the facilities that remained open,
leading FEMA to set up Disaster Medical Assistance Teams (DMATs)
outside the ERs of both OLOL and Baton Rouge General. Just days
after Gustav shut the main facility down, Earl K. Long rapidly con-
verted its Surgical Center on Perkins Road from an outpatient ambu-
latory surgery facility to an inpatient facility with 62 med/surg beds
and five ICU beds. “We continue to adapt in the wake of the storm to
meet the healthcare needs of our patients,” said Kathy Viator, acting
EKL administrator. The facility, which was transformed and passed
inspections by the DHH, Office of Public Health, and the fire marshal
all within 36 hours, became a placeholder for EKL while storm dam-

It wasn't that we were unable to function as a
hospital, but that the walls, ceilings, and
equipment began to drip as the condensation
collected.

-Randy Olson, CEO, Lane Regional Medical Center 

pmAc pride
They won't claim the title for themselves, but after the

storm many in the area cited as their heroes the people

that ran the medical special needs shelter at the Pete

Maravich Assembly Center (PMAC) on the LSU cam-

pus. Because LSU is contracted with DHH and the

Office of Public Health to staff that shelter, Dr. Angie

Johnson, a staff physician at EKL, found herself as

LSU's medical care director at the PMAC. Immediately prior to the storm

and for about 5-7 days, the center was at its full 200 patient capacity. The

center also had 200 additional beds to house patient caregivers, some of

whom became patients themselves because of the stress of the storm

and its aftermath. 

The shelter provided for a wide variety of patients that would not be able

to provide for all of their care needs, but did not require hospital admis-

sion. In situations where patients deteriorated, the shelter worked with

OEP and all of the area hospitals to transfer those patients to a higher

level of care. Most of the staff assigned to the shelter were associated

with the residency program at EKL. “Those physicians in training did a

tremendous job,” said Johnson, “They are all our heroes.” Johnson also

credited the other agencies and the National Guard for their collaboration

at the shelter, but her highest praise was reserved for the LSU undergrad-

uate campus. “We couldn't have done half of what we did without

them…anything we needed they provided.” 

Johnson was impressed by the dedication of the facility maintenance

crews who quickly restored power when it went out. She also praised the

steady stream of hot meals and student volunteers from LSU. “I am sure

our presence there was an added disruption for them, but there was never

a doubt that they felt it was the right thing to do,” said Johnson. LSU

Chancellor Michael Martin visited daily and Fred Cerise stopped by often.

During a visit to the federal facility next door, HHS Secretary Michael

Leavitt visited to see what the state facility needs were. But the two visi-

tors that impressed Johnson the most were Governor Bobby Jindal, who

arrived in the middle of the storm to make contingency plans should they

lose power, and Women's Basketball coach Van Chancellor, who arrived

with cookies. “We are in his facility and I am sure disrupting his needs, but

he shows up to thank us! That was very unexpected and a great morale

boost.” But Johnson said the staff at the PMAC found the greatest morale

boost and satisfying reward when the patients and their caregivers,

despite being desperate to get home, thanked them for what they were

doing. “That was better than any celebrity visit,” said Johnson.

“Probably our biggest lesson learned was that our expectations should

always be that the actual event may not fit what you have planned for,”

said Johnson. For example, after Katrina, it was immediately apparent

that they needed to beef up their ability to respond to mental health

issues, so Capital Area Human Services were on site to assist. Johnson

said that they did a fantastic job, but they just didn't see the same volume

of mental health needs. “We have learned that we need enough supplies,

enough flexibility, and enough support to improvise as expectations

change. Luckily in this case we did not see the full spectrum of what we

were prepared to deal with.”
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Aug. 29
• Mandatory evacuation

order issued for coastal
parishes. 
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age was repaired. 

Ochsner Medical Center-Baton Rouge lost city power on Monday,
but remained fully functional on generator power throughout the
storm and its aftermath. “Our experience as a system during
Hurricane Katrina taught us to prepare,” said Mitch Wasden. “We
pre-positioned a generator to keep our facility fully powered
throughout this event and had constant computer access, including
our electronic medical records systems, and air conditioners.” As a
result, Ochsner experienced none of the chilling and condensation
issues experienced by most hospitals in the area. The one possible
disadvantage might have been that, because they had no issues, the
hospital was a lower priority for power restoration, waiting five days
to get back on the grid. But like EKL, being part of a larger system
allowed for constant contact, advice, and availability of supplies. It
also meant that transfers could occur within the system. Also like the
LSU system, Ochsner had redundant communication devices on
hand including ham radios and satellite phones.

Power was restored to the Baton Rouge General Bluebonnet location
on Tuesday night and the main campus of Baton Rouge General Mid-
City was back on city power by Wednesday evening after an appeal
to the Governor's Office and OEP. Fans, batteries, and portable air
conditioners were procured to assist at the Mid-City campus until
power was restored. “The generators worked fine and a phenomenal

facilities management team kept them up and running,” said
McNorton. “The problem was that not everything is powered by gen-
erators and we did not have the full cadre of services we are accus-
tomed to. Cooling was an issue.” The General did end up sending
some patients to New Orleans, which was ironic, said McNorton. In
addition, the Promise LTAC facility at the General moved its patients
to other Promise facilities. 

Our Lady of the Lake was restored to full power on the evening of
September 2. Although the center had remained busy, the addition of
air conditioning made everything seem much improved to the staff
there. Lane RMC did not transition to city power until Friday,

• Feds grant pre-landfall
disaster declaration.
National Guard mobilized. 

HHS Sec. Michael Leavitt visits the special needs shelter at LSU. Barry Bahler/FEMA
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September 5th, and reported that their backup generator breaker fail-
ure had been fixed. The emergency room, which functioned on a
limited basis even after the hospital was evacuated, returned to full
operation and was admitting patients by that time.

As the hospitals came back online, DHH sent out a memo detailing
the requirements for repatriating hospitals that had been evacuated,
partially evacuated, damaged, or were without power to ensure they
had been cleaned and were once again safe for patient care.

lessons learned
Despite significant pre-planning, one of the things Ochsner had not
anticipated, and will adjust for accordingly, was the problem of get-
ting fuel and food in the days following the storm. As employees
grew anxious about dwindling supplies, the hospital provided free
meals and arranged for a gas tank to provide fuel for employees so
they could continue to come to work. “The next time, that fuel truck
will be in place before the storm,” said Wasden. “I think our biggest
lesson learned was that healthcare is a
service industry, and if you can help
with your employees' needs, then they
can keep working.”

OLOL also moved quickly to provide
fuel for team members when gas ran
short. The hospital positioned a gas
tank on-site and sold fuel to team
members for $2.00 a gallon. It was
such a success, they kept it on hand
for Hurricane Ike. “Not only did it ful-
fill a need, but it was a way of thank-
ing our staff, too,” said Sterling.

“Despite our confidence that we had
enough extension cords to run what
we needed on generator power, we
clearly did not,” said McNorton at the
General. With only certain electrical
outlets connected to the generator, the
cords did not always reach. McNorton
said it also became immediately obvi-
ous where backup lighting was need-
ed once the power went off. In addi-
tion, staff quickly learned what doors
they need to secure depending on wind direction.  

“I think we realize now that our assumption that we would get back
on the power grid quickly has been challenged,” said Conachen.
“So, going forward, we are looking at having the ability to support
those critical areas like AC. The beautiful thing is that a generator
capable of running the whole hospital was already built into the
plans for our new campus.” While waiting for their own power to be
restored Woman's Hospital was able to send some of the babies that

had evacuated to them prior to the storm back to their home hospi-
tals.

Lane Regional Medical Center soon learned that they could depend
on the other hospitals in the area. “Nobody told us 'no', no matter
what we asked for and those we weren't working with directly called
to check to see if there was anything we needed,” said CEO Randy
Olson. Also, after the intense bonding that occurred that week, Lane
management staff decided there was no need for the high ropes
course they had scheduled to promote teamwork. “I think we
accomplished that through Gustav,” said Olson. “Everyone was
pretty emotional about how well this team worked together.”

“When communications went down we were able to rely on satellite
phones, but we soon realized we didn't have the satellite numbers of
the other area hospitals–just to be able to call and say 'do you have
any immediate needs?'” said Ochsner's Mitch Wasden. “At times we
had to physically go there to offer assistance.” Wasden said that

thanks to its large generator, the hospital was able to do some imag-
ing for the General (most generators can't power imaging equip-
ment) and an emergency surgery for OLOL which was faced with
the condensation issue in their surgery suites. “In the end, the face
to face contact worked, but we should proactively share those satel-
lite phone numbers.” Wasden said he also thinks it would be benefi-
cial if each of the hospitals had a role with OEP to aid in inter-hos-
pital communication and cooperation. He said it would be helpful
just to have an Ochsner liaison there to get status updates directly.

Aug. 29
• Medicaid makes 30-day prescription refills available; BCBSLA and Humana follow suit. 

• Medical Special Needs Shelter opens at the PMAC. 

EKL staff fight the heat
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All in all however, he felt the cooperation between hospitals was a
good one and competition was set aside. “Our interaction with all of
the hospitals was 'How do we do the right thing for the patient and
get through this storm?'”

When asked what he would change about Earl K. Long's response,
LSU's Michael Butler said, “Not much, I think it went pretty well. In
each of these crises you will find little things that can be done to
improve your response, and we will continue to look for those, but
there's not a lot I would change.”  

OLOL said that although their communications and pre-planning
was pretty successful, they would continue to work on improving in
that area and getting messages out to its staff. They would also add
more “grab and go” snack food to the storm food plan. Of course,
like most area hospitals they are also going to boost their generator
capacity. Sterling said a large, permanent generator capable of com-
pletely powering the hospital was already in the plans pre-Gustav,
but they will expedite that plan now. Like the other hospitals, their

main problem was with cooling and the prolonged warm tempera-
tures affected equipment and capabilities in the operating rooms,
ER, and ICU. Luckily the design of the hospital allowed them to
open windows on the upper floors and use individual AC units and
fans to help keep patients comfortable. 

Levine agreed the generator issue was a lesson learned. “I think one
of the things that needs to happen is that we need to make some
investment in upgrading generator capacity so the HVAC systems in
the hospitals will work. You have to anticipate extended power out-
ages.” He said it became apparent during this storm that our electric
grid is vulnerable. The state, in its letter to Congress, has requested
an infrastructure hardening program, said Levine. He also indicated
that the most important thing during a storm for hospitals is commu-
nication, both with each other and with the state. “One of the things
I was very frustrated with was how difficult it was to get current data
on what was going on at the various hospitals,” said Levine. During
Gustav he issued an emergency order requiring hospitals to submit
data twice a day to a web-based database maintained by the
Louisiana Hospital Association. He stressed that it is very important
for DHH to know each hospital's census, how many critical care
patients they have, how many empty critical care beds they have, if

I think our biggest lesson learned was that
healthcare is a service industry, and if you
can help with your employees' needs, then
they can keep working.

-Mitch Wasden, CEO, Ochsner-Baton Rouge

I think we realize now that our assumption
that we would get back on the power grid
quickly has been challenged.

-Jodi Conachen, Woman's Hospital
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their generator is operating, if they have AC, and how many days of
fuel they have left. Levine said with that information the state can
anticipate where resources will need to be moved and when. “I think
there's some work to be done to make that system work a little bet-
ter, but having the system was definitely helpful.” DHH and LHA
have already met to discuss how the system's potential can be opti-
mized.

Levine also encouraged each hospital to place a liaison at the parish
level EOCs, but felt it was appropriate to have just liaisons from
LSU and LHA at the state EOC because of the broader spectrum
they must cover. 

silver linings
For the staff at the General the highlights of the storm included a
delivery of ice cream by Kleinpeter Farms and visits by DHH
Secretary Alan Levine and HHS Secretary Michael Leavitt, not nec-
essarily in that order. “The visits from the heads of both state and
federal health departments were a huge morale booster to our staff,”
said McNorton. “They really felt that their priorities were being
noted.” Levine, who also visited OLOL and Woman's Hospital
immediately after the storm hit, agreed, saying, “It was important for
me to get a visual of what's happening. It's easy for me to sit in the
EOC and think about things theoretically, but if I can't see it for
myself I can't really get my arms around what they're dealing with.”
Levine said as a former hospital CEO he understood what they were
going through and that it can be frustrating if you think you are on

It's easy for me to sit in the EOC and think
about things theoretically, but if I can't see it
for myself I can't really get my arms around
what they're dealing with.

-Alan Levine

paging chef mandry, mD

At each of the area hospitals, the arrival of Gustav meant taking on additional roles and pitching in to help. Some of these role reversals were quite dra-

matic. While you might expect heroic things from the Chief of Emergency Services at EKL, Cris Mandry, MD was hailed as a hero for something far out of

his field of expertise. He decided to feed people. That might not be so surprising in South Louisiana, where many of the men are champion cooks, but, by

his own admission, not Mandry. “In fact my wife said I was going to kill a lot of people.” 

We are happy to report that Dr. Mandry did not break his Hippocratic Oath thanks to the other truism in South Louisiana that even if you are not a good

cook, chances are you know a few. Mandry is no exception. He called on a couple of friends with the necessary culinary skills and a couple of days off,

set up an outdoor kitchen and dining tent, and started serving hot and hearty meals. For three days Dr. Mandry and his friends lived out of a travel trailer

they parked on-site and provided 800 hot meals ranging from spaghetti and meatballs to chicken pasta, with hot dogs and hamburgers thrown in as a pop-

ular standby. 

“We were able to offer a little bit of normalcy in spartan conditions and peo-

ple were very appreciative,” said Mandry. However after the first day, Mandry

and his friends ran into the same issues as everyone else; there was very lit-

tle food available to buy. After initially stocking up at a Sam's near Slidell,

subsequent food runs became somewhat of a quest, but they kept the meals

coming. 

Dr. Mandry said he was really proud of how everyone worked together and

took on unusual roles just to keep the hospital functioning; a phenomenon

he saw replicated at every hospital in town. “Sometimes it takes a disaster

to see everybody's full potential,” said Mandry. “But now we've done it, we

have the t-shirt, let's not repeat the experience.”

Aug. 29
• 211 information number activated. 

• Hospitals required to confirm plans to shelter in

place or evacuate.

Dr. Mandry relaxes in his outdoor kitchen/cafeteria
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your own. “I give the hospital CEOs here in Baton Rouge so much
credit. They all faced their own challenges and none of them pan-
icked. Every single one tried to find solutions for themselves and
their role with the state was, 'Here's what we are planning to do and
here's how you can help us.' That's the relationship we should have
during disasters. No one wants the state telling them what to do, nor
should the state be doing that.”

At Lane RMC, Olson said the biggest highlight was the unbeliev-
able teamwork the staff demonstrated. “We always think of our-
selves as a “family,” said Olson, “But the way the staff worked
together was just phenomenal. Nobody refused any job. We had
nurses mopping floors, technicians serving meals, office staff pro-
viding daycare.”

Terrie Sterling said one of the highlights at OLOL was the constant
communication. Team huddles were held daily and leadership hud-
dles twice a day to make sure everyone was informed and on the
same page. She also commended the work of social workers that
provided case management for discharges to ensure patients were
being discharged to acceptable conditions. “Also on our list of
heroes was the Child Life Department which took over the staff day-
care function,” said Sterling. “We were also able to open up our
health center for showers, downtime, and stress relief. We found the
opportunity for a diversion helped people stay fresh.” She com-
mended the Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center for allowing their
conference center to be used for sleeping areas for staff between
shifts, and their lobby area for a break and TV room. “We will be
eternally grateful to Todd Stevens and Mary Bird Perkins for that
contribution.” As for morale boosts, “I think the biggest ones were
the bread, gas, and ice we provided,” said Sterling, “The little things
they needed to function every day.”

The General's Terri McNorton also raved about the level of cooper-
ation between area hospitals. Each facility had team members on the
designated regional coordinator team that was their liaison with
OEP. “We shared a lot of resources. It was fabulous. The Louisiana
Hospital Association also helped us to coordinate with each other.”

The hospitals all work well together normally,
but during the storm we were linked through
OEP and cooperation was a seamless
process. They all showed great cohesion and
helpfulness.

-Terrie Sterling, COO, OLOL

Aug. 30
• 10:00 a.m. LSU Tigers kick off so

as not interfere with Contraflow. 
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Since the storm, CEO Bill Holman has suggested an area-wide
debriefing where the hospitals can all share their experiences, what
worked, what didn't work, lessons learned, etc. so they can be even
better prepared for the next incident.

“The hospitals all work well together normally, but during a storm
we were linked through OEP and cooperation was a seamless
process. They all showed great cohesion and helpfulness,” said
OLOL's Terrie Sterling. “The goodness of most people is what
came out and we couldn't have done it without them.” 

The DMAT teams FEMA set up outside the ERs of Baton Rouge
General and Our Lady of the Lake were also an unmitigated success
and a huge help to the staffs at those hospitals. The facilities divert-
ed some of the walk-in traffic of minor medical issues not requiring
emergency room treatment. “The DMAT was truly a blessing,” said
McNorton. “They freed the emergency room up to provide care for
those in urgent need, and they stayed busy.” Sterling agreed. “We
had a wonderful team of heroes from Massachusetts.”

The heroes at Woman's Hospital were the lady from the gift shop
that went around with candy for the staff, the facilities maintenance
folks that worked tirelessly to restore power, and OLOL who sent
over 10,000 pounds of ice. “Ice! God bless them!” said Conachen.
“To have that backing, that family of hospitals reaching out to con-
nect.” Conachen also praised the staff in the pharmacy that helped
fill prescriptions far beyond their normal capacity. The visits from

EKL staff take a break outdoors
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Alan Levine and Angelle Davis were also morale boosters, said
Conachen. “Their asking, 'what do you need? What can we do?'
created positive results. We felt reassured that we had full support.
It speaks volumes for the future of healthcare in our city.” 

“For me the highlight was watching how the staff stepped up,” said
Mitch Wasden. “For a while you are running on nervous excite-
ment, but that adrenalin eventually quits on you. Everyone did a
great job filling roles, covering tasks they would not normally do.
It helped our hospital, but it also gave us all a better appreciation
for the roles everybody plays.” Wasden took a turn at security,
cafeteria worker, and facilities management.

One of the biggest keys to success, said LSU's Michael Butler,  was
the twice-daily conference calls with top LSU management, each
of the facilities, and all vendors. Everyone was in-touch and
informed, allowing them to problem-solve and immediately

I would be the last person to judge them. I
wouldn't understand if they didn't react and
just let things get worse, but I can't think of a
single example where that happened.

-Alan Levine

• 12:00 a.m. Patient movement to Regional Air Medical

Command begins. 

Cindy Munn, BR General’s VP of Care Management and Christy
Westmoreland, DMAT Exec. Officer
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address all issues. “Lack of good information causes a lot of
people anxiety,” said Butler, “But we were able to supply reg-
ular updates of good information. That helped morale.” Butler
said all of the employees at all of the facilities were heroic and
mission driven, in particular the leadership at EKL. He partic-
ularly praised the imagination and hard work it took to convert
the outpatient surgical facility on Perkins into an operational

inpatient facility in a matter of days, which allowed them to
continue their mission of patient care and graduate education.
As to cooperation from other hospitals, Butler said they always
had the knowledge that other hospitals were there willing to
assist, but that LSU did not need to call on them too much due
to their pre-storm determination to be self-reliant within the
system. 

Aug. 30
• 4:00 p.m. Governor Jindal issues an emergency declaration  and declares a public health  emergency, allowing

doctors to come in from out-of-state and allowing for extra beds at nursing homes. 
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“There's always going to be things that go well and things that
don't,” said Alan Levine. “But I have to tell you when I look at
the big picture, what impressed me when things didn't go well
during this storm, was how agile the response effort was.”
Levine said he thinks everyone is forgiving when something
doesn't go as planned, but what people won't forgive is not hav-
ing a plan to react to that. “That's the ultimate lesson learned
from Katrina, from Hurricane Andrew. People understand the

nature of a disaster, which by definition is a disaster. There are
so many things that can go wrong that you don't plan for, not
because you weren't being responsible.” He said he thinks all the
hospitals responded in a very responsible way, but things went
bad that couldn't be anticipated. “I would be the last person to
judge them. I wouldn't understand if they didn't react and just let
things get worse, but I can't think of a single example where that

happened.” v

• 54 of 64 parishes declare state of emergency. 

A helicopter brings a medical special needs
patient to the PMAC shelter at LSU. Barry
Bahler/FEMA

• Evacuated babies arrive at Woman’s

Hospital. 
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ne of the many losses
due to Hurricane

Gustav's devastation
across the Baton
Rouge area was
the building hous-
ing the public
mental health clin-

ic that delivers the
largest number of

services in the state.
Capital Area Human

Services District (CAHSD)
sustained massive damage to the roof of its largest facility on
Government Street, allowing extensive water damage to offices and
clinic areas.  

Having learned from Hurricane Katrina that continued provision of
care for the chronically and seriously mentally ill already receiving
services in a given community is a priority to ensure stability and
avoid reliance on emergency services, leadership and staff reported
to the damaged building to determine how to best deliver care to
clients already presenting in the parking lot. This was five days
before governmental agencies were required to report to work. Over
the next 10 days, staff would see over 3,300 patients in makeshift
facilities–approximately the same number seen when facilities are
fully operational.

When Hurricane Gustav hit on Labor Day, CAHSD's clinical staff
had already been providing around the clock staffing rotations for

three days at the Pete Maravich Assembly Center in the state run
400-bed medical special needs shelter, as well as supporting the fed-
eral medical special needs shelter in the LSU Field House.  

Emergency/disaster planning efforts in the three years post-Katrina
had ensured that staff were well trained and needed processes were
in place. “Strike teams” or treatment teams were prepared to stage
services at the mental health clinics and the rural satellite clinics
once it was determined that it was safe to travel. Mobile teams were
on call to the general needs shelters in the area as established by the
American Red Cross and the faith community. Remote access to
client contact and appointment information and pharmacy records
were also established and hard copies were secured.

While the continuity of operations plans did include potential for
building damage, CAHSD was not prepared for the extensive loss
to its facility on Government Street which housed the Baton Rouge
Mental Health Center, Children's Behavioral Health Services, phar-
macy services, the division serving people with developmental dis-
abilities, and the administrative offices for the District. The facility
has been deemed unusable for up to one year.  

The entire community was challenged with loss of electrical power,
non-functional traffic lights, and difficult and hazardous travel due
to the large number of downed trees region-wide. It was in the midst
of these trying circumstances, CAHSD leadership entered the build-
ing on the day following the storm to see the extensive damage.
Starting on September 2, they began the salvaging of patient records
and the recovery of over $3 million in pharmaceuticals which had
been protected by an emergency generator. The medications were
removed, safely stored offsite, and made available to clients as soon
as needed.  

Staff reported to the contingency CAHSD clinic which offered
power, although no air conditioning, to get direction on deployment.
They were challenged to identify existing assets and alternatives to
ensure the success of the agency's one stated goal: ensuring the con-
tinuity of care to the District's mental health and addictive disorders
clients and people with developmental disabilities. In that hot and
humid clinic, five days before governmental buildings were official-
ly opened, it was clear that CAHSD's greatest asset was the willing-
ness and commitment of its staff. Having a present and motivated
staff mitigated the impact of the lost building.

• 5:00 p.m. 44 nursing homes have evacuated.
Aug. 31
• 4:00 a.m. Contraflow begins. 

by: Jan M. Kasofsky, PhD



Alternative service delivery sites and partnering with Our
Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center and the
Children's Health Foundation (CHF) for mobile facilities
ensured a place for clients to be seen at the agency's
Building 1 on its Government Street campus. All presched-
uled appointments were honored and staff called clients
from pre-printed appointment documents to let them know
where they could be seen. CAHSD's Center for Addictive
Disorders building on Government Street was undamaged,
and mental health clinical staff and administrative staff
tripled up in offices while alternative locations could be
arranged. A previously signed contract was activated with
a national pharmacy so that prepaid prescriptions could be
called in and picked up at the closest location by clients. 

Nationally recognized for its service delivery provided
during and post-Katrina, CAHSD continues to shoulder a
disproportionate demand statewide for services in the
greater Baton Rouge Region. The agency has experienced
a sustained 37% increase in the numbers of individuals
with serious and chronic mental illness in their clinics post-
Katrina, and a four-fold increase in acuity level in its
patients as measured by increased commitments. The
District receives three times the number of discharges from
the public mental health acute care hospitals as compared
to its sister agency in New Orleans. Full operation of this
agency is crucial to preventing reliance by people with
mental illness, addictive disorders, or developmental dis-
abilities on the local hospital emergency departments or
first responders during times of normality, but especially
during times of crisis. When the Baton Rouge community
was in extreme crisis after Gustav, the commitment of the
administration and staff helped to provide stability and
continuity of care for those who are among the most vul-
nerable in the community.

update:
Within one week after Gustav hit, CAHSD administration
identified space to relocate the adult services of Baton
Rouge Mental Health Center and the Center for Addictive
Disorders. They relocated in October, to provide integrat-
ed care at 3455 Florida Blvd., across from Baton Rouge
General Medical Center Mid-City. The name of this new
facility will be Center for Adult Behavioral Health.
Children's Behavioral Health Services is now relocated
permanently into the undamaged building, Building 1, at
4615 Government Street. Administration and the
Developmental Disabilities Division have moved to leased
space at Bon Carre, located at 7173 Florida Blvd., Room

200B. These moves will involve over 160 staff members.v

• Mandatory evacuation for New Orleans. 



• 27 Louisiana hospitals have completed full or partial
evacuations. 

• 9:15 p.m. BR General advises Monday day shift  
and Tuesday night shift to arrive prepared to
stay overnight. 

Photo courtesy of EPA
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he Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) along
with federal, state, and local partners was wrapping up post-
Gustav site assessments when DEQ spokesperson Rodney
Mallett declared the agency was “very pleased with what we've
seen thus far.” Two weeks after the storm, both DEQ and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reported no major spills or
malfunctions at industrial facilities that would cause harm to
human health or the environment. “We are all encouraged by what
the assessment teams are reporting,” said DEQ Secretary Harold
Leggett. “It seems that early preparedness by a variety of industry
officials and the public in general have helped mitigate environ-
mental damage.” The National Guard, State Police, and DEQ
inspected all 278 Tier 2 facilities in the state. These facilities fall
under chemical inventory reporting requirements. All 19 superfund
sites had also been inspected with no impact noted. As of the mid-
dle of September, DEQ had reported: 

by: Philip Gatto

• Ochsner voluntarily switches to
generator power.

Sept. 1
• Gustav arrives. Not the Labor

Day we were planning.  



• 75 spills/releases attributable to Hurricane Gustav 
• 74 oil spills attributable to Gustav were assessed 

with 78% cleaned up to date
• 1 spill of benzene and xylene was reported

attributable to Hurricane Gustav.

All major wastewater treatment plants had also been
inspected within a week of the storm with most minor
treatment plants being inspected and assisted by both
DEQ and the Louisiana Rural Water Association.
Generators were being sought for some of these to
get them back on-line. EPA and DEQ deployed five
additional wastewater assessment teams to help in
restoring systems quickly. DEQ also worked with DHH
to ensure support for the assessment of public and
private drinking water systems in the state. As of
September 14, 2008, the following assessments were
conducted by DHH, the EPA, and the Louisiana Rural
Water Association:

• Total Service Connections: 1,490,894
• Connections Adversely Affected: 50,139
• Percent Not Needing Boil Water Advisory

(BWA): 97%
• Percent Needing BWA: 3%

After the storm, EPA and DEQ used helicopters to fly
over coastal areas to locate orphan chemical contain-
ers stranded by Hurricane Gustav. After reconnais-
sance flights were completed, the geographic infor-
mation system (GIS) team  mapped container loca-
tions for field teams. These teams will respond and
remove any containers holding chemicals. In some
cases, empty containers in sensitive ecosystems are
left in place to prevent additional damage. A video
taken by EPA and DEQ shows hundreds of orphan
chemical containers left along the storm surge follow-
ing Hurricane Gustav. In addition 31 incidents of small
oil spills were documented with aerial reconnais-
sance. However, Mallett indicated that post-Katrina
and Rita, there were many more instances of spills
and unidentified containers to be cleaned up. Mallett
emphasized that everybody, from homeowners, to
small business, to large industry, can help DEQ's
response by labeling all containers and securing them
prior to a storm's arrival. “Even an empty drum you
collected leaves in has to be investigated if it blows
into a bayou and nobody knows what it was used for,”
said Mallett. “Helping us out by securing containers
prior to a storm will free up resources for the real
emergencies.” 

“Our biggest challenge this time around will be

• 5:00 a.m. Activation teams arrive at OLOL to ride

out the storm. 

• 6:00 a.m. The General activates its Command

Center.

Photos courtesy of EPA
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debris,” said Mallett, indicating that the department was work-
ing very closely with parish partners on debris pickup and dis-
posal. The Army Corps of Engineers estimated that between
12 and 15 million cubic yards of debris were left behind by
Gustav. Indeed, the amount of decaying organic matter
washed into water bodies from storm debris and runoff had
already caused major fish kills across the state. The problem
was exacerbated by poor flow, due to high water downstream
of rivers and lakes and by contamination from overflows of
raw or partially treated sewage at smaller wastewater treat-
ment facilities. “People are alarmed when they see this num-
ber of fish dead and dying in our waterways, but they have to
realize that post-hurricane fish kills were normal long before
people became part of the ecosystem.” Mallett did emphasize
that people should stay away from water where fish kills have
occurred and under no circumstances consume fish caught in
those waterways until they have had a chance to clear. “It
shouldn't have to be said, but you would be amazed,” said
Mallett. Fish kills should be reported to DEQ, but other than
water monitoring and assisting wastewater treatment plants to
get back online, there is not much DEQ can do to remedy
them. 

As for disposing of all the debris from neighborhoods and
towns, DEQ is working closely with individual parishes on
where and how they want to dispose of debris. Every effort will
be made to segregate and minimize any waste headed for the
landfills. Chipping and mulching may mean some benefit may

be derived from recycling some of the woody waste rather
than clogging landfills. Although some burning will occur, said
Mallett, large amounts of debris will only be burned in accor-
dance with DEQ specifications to avoid further environmental
impact. DEQ also posts crews at landfills to inspect waste to
make sure hazardous materials, appliances, etc., are not
improperly dumped. Both DEQ and EPA urged Louisiana res-
idents to do their part by separating and labeling trash and
debris for curbside pickup, especially household chemicals,
electronics, batteries, computers, paint, and more. Freezers
and refrigerators should be free of food and be taped closed,
said EPA. v
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• New Orleans doesn’t flood. • 211 number crashes.
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bio: 
Scott Wester joined Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center (OLOL) as CEO in March of this year after serving for the last four
years as President/Chief Executive Officer of St. Francis Medical Center in Monroe. Prior to his appointment at St. Francis, Wester
served as President/Chief Executive Officer of St. Elizabeth Hospital in Gonzales, at the time a wholly owned subsidiary of OLOL.
Wester originally joined OLOL in 1993 as an Administrative Resident and held several positions throughout the medical center and
Health System prior to assuming his managed care/contracting responsibilities in 1997.

Wester is a native of Cincinnati, Ohio and holds a Masters of Hospital and Health Administration from Xavier University in Cincinnati.
He also holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemistry and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Classical Humanities, graduating magna cum
laude from St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri. He is a Fellow in the American College of Health Care Executives and has served
as the CEO Committee Chair. He also serves as VHA Gulf States Board Member and Chair of the Northeast Louisiana District of the
Louisiana Hospital Association. In addition, Wester is active in the community, currently serving as Board Chair for the Monroe
Chamber of Commerce, United Way of Northeast Louisiana Cabinet member, and with the Louisiana Purchase Council Boy Scouts of
America.

Smith W. Hartley:  Can you tell us a little about your real-
time quality system and how you use that as a management
tool?

Scott Wester: My predecessor, Bob Davidge, a couple of
years ago really focused intently on patient safety and qual-

ity of care in the organization. We had at that time, I think,
one of the very few full-time physicians dedicated just to
quality and patient safety–Dr. Richard Vath, who is now our
Vice President of Medical Affairs. I was at our sister hospi-
tal up in Monroe going through the same type of journey
and putting together our patient safety platform. I came

• Massive power outages roll across
Baton Rouge area. • All hospitals are on generator power. 
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back here six months ago and I think I continue to drive
the same message Bob Davidge did of needing to put
ourselves in a position to be one of the safest, if not the
safest hospital in America. Those are very ambitious
goals, but it tells you that every day we have to proceed
further than we did the day prior. 

Part of those systems we have in place is the informa-
tion technology system. It’s a very robust and very good
system that has specific alerts built into it to ensure we
deliver the right type of care to the patients that are part
of our organization, whether it's medication administra-
tion, implementation of core measures, giving vaccina-
tions at the right time, making sure we have aspirin
when they arrive with chest pain. All those things are
embedded into the technology we have. We continue to
work and refine that system day in and day out. We
have new systems that are going live this week that are
going to interface with some of our medical equipment.
So it will be even safer in the future. 

There's a scale called HIMSS (from the Health
Information Management Systems Society) which
assesses the level of safety of systems you have.
Between a scale of one and seven, we've reached the
sixth scale. I think we are one of 12 hospitals in the
country that have that designation of being a number
six level for information technology for patient safety.
There's nobody at level seven. So this journey will con-
tinue to go forward and we work very diligently with our
information technology team to continue to drive safety
across the organization. It's a great system.

SWH: I understand from the last Board meeting there
was some discussion about HAIs. Can you enlighten us
a little on those discussions?

Scott Wester: In a lot of my reading and looking at
best practices across the country, I’ve discovered you
need both top down accountability and bottom up level
of innovation. So our Board is now spending a lot of
time at every Board meeting talking just about quality
initiatives. This past Friday we had a whole series on
Hospital Acquired Infections and what we are doing in
our organization to reduce the incidence of HAIs. We
have real-time metrics on a weekly basis about certain
events, whether it's central line infections, things relat-
ed to ventilator associated pneumonia, and other clini-
cal data, so that we are able to review things on a

weekly basis and get smarter faster. With those
processes in place we always refine them to make sure
we improve throughout the course of the week, the
month, the year. Our Board is very involved in ensuring
we put the time and energy into patient safety and qual-
ity improvement.

Then you go over to our medical staff which, through
our medical executive committee, has also sent the
same signal to the organization and to our staff to
ensure we put the right protocols and processes in
place–those that are considered best practices–in all
that we do within the organization. We are much
stronger than we were last year and we are much
stronger than the year before and we'll just continue to
move forward. And it's through a lot of different disci-
plines, whether it's looking at pediatric care, or what we
do in the ICUs, to what we do in oncology. It's not just
one specific discipline, it's across the whole organiza-
tion. 

SWH: Our Lady of the Lake has taken on residents
since Katrina. How has that worked and can you
update us on the legislation you are working on to get
paid a little better for having them here?

Scott Wester: We are working predominantly with
LSU and also having some discussions with Tulane,
both very good medical schools in our state. We're real-
ly working closely with them to ensure that we have
good physicians for the future for the state of Louisiana.
Post-Katrina we were somewhat forced, because of the
damage to the infrastructure in New Orleans, to take a
host of new residents in Baton Rouge. Right now we
have about 40 different physicians that are in training
that work within the confines of the Lake. One thing
that's uniquely different post-Katrina than it was in
years past is that the rules of reimbursement changed
in the early 1990s. We are trying to get federal legisla-
tion approved so that we can be equivalent to reim-
bursement of those facilities that had residency pro-
grams prior to that change. All of our congressional del-
egation members have signed a piece of legislation
except one, and we are trying to get that signature. We
also have support from our two U.S. Senators, both
Landrieu and Vitter. It's just a matter of finding the right
approach or the right appropriations bill to tie into it. We
are looking very closely at what's happening in
Galveston right now because the University of Texas

Sept. 2
• 9:00 a.m. Entergy and Demco

report 4.1 million customers without
power. 

• Deciding there’s nothing to see here, the

national press go home. 
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Medical Branch of Galveston has been hit very hard and
they have a lot of displaced residents. Our bill is for dis-
aster areas that have displaced residents, so we might
get some other opportunities to get this bill moved
through because of the same type of situation that hap-
pened over there.

SWH: Can you tell us what's going on with the
Children's Hospital?

Scott Wester: The Children's Hospital is still doing a lot
of planning. We have a very good group of pediatricians,
both general and subspecialty physicians, that continue
to meet to refine what we need to ensure that we have
a good, freestanding children's facility. We are now
doing a lot of the financial pro forma assessments and
checking into both the high points and low points of
reimbursement related to a children's facility. We cur-
rently have about 90 beds in-house that are assigned
specifically for children so it's a large component of what
we do today. We've added other subspecialty physicians
over the last couple of years to continue to round out the
good physicians we have to provide care to the kids. I
anticipate that we will have more communication and
more decision points over the next three months to
determine location, timing, and all the things approach-

able for a children's facility.

SWH: Is what DHH is doing with Medicaid part of the
decision making?

Scott Wester: That's an element, with the provider
sponsored networks. It's too early to tell what the PSN
model will do for the Medicaid system. I think the techni-
cal advisory group is in place right now to provide sup-
port to DHH and to make sure there is transparency.
Secretary Levine has done a very good job of being very
open book. Their minutes are on the website with infor-
mation about what their goals and objectives are. All that
is very transparent for the providers across the state.

SWH: Are you enjoying your new position here?

Scott Wester: I couldn't ask for a better position at all,
from a career standpoint, to be a part of an organization
that is dedicated to the ministry of the Sisters. But also
the infrastructure of the Lake is so sound. Whether it's
responsiveness to Hurricane Gustav or how to become
the safest hospital in America, to some of the things we
are doing in our outlying areas like Livingston Parish or
through the College, it's a great organization. I couldn't
be any happier than to be in the place I am right now.v
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n light of financial challenges and the increasing com-
plexity of healthcare, hospital boards are having to
become more involved in areas traditionally handled
by management. This growing trend of revisiting the
once absolute and inviolate line between governance
and management has been cited in national publica-
tions, most notably in an article in Healthcare
Executive (May/June 2008). According to the Center
for Healthcare Governance's article, “What once may

have been considered micromanagement is now considered
appropriate and necessary board involvement.” Boards are
having to find the balance between governance and manage-
ment that is appropriate for their institution. And while that line
may vary from hospital to hospital, at the very least boards are
finding themselves challenged to become educated to a far
greater degree on the issues that face hospitals, such as qual-
ity, reimbursement, technology, and compensation. We spoke
to the boards at our area hospitals to assess whether that
trend has arrived in Baton Rouge.

“Without a doubt I would agree with that premise and our
management has been very helpful in making that point,” said
Markham McKnight, Chairman of the Board at Woman's
Hospital. McKnight indicated that the management at
Woman's Hospital, led by CEO, Teri Fontenot, is very strong
and is very careful to reinforce the Board's obligations.
McKnight said that in the past, the management of most insti-
tutions on whose boards he served came to the table with
very strong opinions and it was the board's role to either agree
or argue otherwise. “The management at Woman's Hospital
also has strong opinions, but they are not seeking a rubber
stamp,” said McKnight. “Neither the board nor management is
satisfied with simply taking direction from each other, but
instead the board is educated and is involved in the deci-
sions.” They have a strong working relationship and are
involved in decisions on quality, reimbursement, clinical over-
sight, compensation, and financial oversight. Most recently,
said McKnight, the board has helped management in deter-
mining the structure of physician's involvement at the new
facility Woman's Hospital is building. 

In order to be involved in these types of decisions, the board
has to be educated on these issues, said McKnight, who indi-
cated he receives communication in the form of phone calls,
bulletins, updates, publications, etc. at least three times a
week. In addition, the board is frequently invited to education-
al opportunities and retreats designed for physicians to foster
their understanding of the daily issues of the institution as well
as their relationship with management. 

Dr. Edward Schwartzenburg is Chief of Staff at Woman's
Hospital and also serves on the board. He indicated that the
board is a diverse group of philanthropists, community/busi-
ness leaders, practicing physicians, and healthcare adminis-
trators. “This allows the board as a whole to be fully informed
across all levels of running the
hospital including business
and clinical issues,” said
Schwartzenburg. He agreed
with McKnight that the board
has input in not only policy
and visionary roles, but also
such issues as quality, reim-
bursement, emerging technol-
ogy, and compliance.
According to Schwartzenburg.
the relationship between the
board and management is
very cohesive and congenial,
with nearly all decisions being unanimous in nature. Any nec-
essary day-to-day issues are presented via written and per-
sonal reporting, in a comprehensive manner, by the appropri-
ate medical staff or administrative staff involved. Depending
upon the issue, one or several members of the board will have
intimate knowledge available to guide the board as a whole.
“It is virtually impossible for any one person to have expertise
in all aspects of the functioning of the hospital,” said
Schwartzenburg. “However, as a whole, our well diversified
board has expertise in every aspect of running the hospital.”

Part of the board's education is being involved said McKnight.

• Entergy restores power to
Woman’s Hospital but their switch
gear blows. 

• 7:00 p.m. OLOL and Baton Rouge General,
Bluebonnet back on the power grid. 

by: Karen Stassi
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In addition to a full board meeting every month, board mem-
bers are involved in more frequent committee and subcom-
mittee meetings where information is shared and discussion
follows. They also spend a large amount of time keeping up
with the minutes of the various medical staff clinical meet-
ings, said Schwartzenburg. McKnight estimates that
between regular board meetings and committee meetings he
is at the hospital no fewer than three nights a month.
McKnight indicated that Teri Fontenot stresses comprehen-
sive communication. “She wants to know 'What do you
know, who else needs to know, and did you tell them?'”
Members are required to participate because of the high
level of governance required and because of the amounts
of information to assimilate and the types of decisions they
are involved in. “The way management interacts with the
board requires us to be on our toes.”

“This is not an honorary position, trust me,” said McKnight.
“We are interacting with the rest of the board and with the
CEO on a weekly basis.” He said it is the most active
working board on which
he has served and it is
also the most rewarding.
“As a board we are still
tasked with creating the
vision for the hospital,
but we are also involved
with the day-to-day deci-
sions that ensure that
vision will be realized ten
years down the road.
That requires a daily cul-
ture of outstanding care,
performance, and quali-
ty. The board must be informed and must be diligent so
that vision can be realized.”

When asked if he saw evidence of this trend at the
Baton Rouge General, David Pitts, Chairman of the
General's Board, took a position at the opposite end of
the spectrum. “I don't think that's true at any hospital
across the nation,” said Pitts. “The board sets policy
and provides oversight. It is not the role of the board
to be involved in management.” Pitts, who has served
on many boards, indicated that the board may work
with senior management to determine strategic direc-
tion, but beyond that their role is executive and finan-
cial oversight, as well as evaluation of performance
and overview of quality at the institution. Pitts indi-
cated that the management and CEO at the General
are very strong and the board works very closely
with them, but would never become involved in

• President Bush declares major disaster in
La. (we noticed). 

Edward Schwartzenburg, MD
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issues such as reimbursement, negotiating contracts, etc.

E. Graham Thompson, Chairman of the Board at Our Lady of
the Lake took a similar position. “At the Lake we do not inter-
fere with management. In the governance model that we fol-
low the board has responsibility for oversight, to be a place for
consultation if management wants to consult with informed
people about issues pertaining to how the hospital is run. But
past that, the implementation, the day-to-day activities have

got to be left to management. It
just won't work any other way
and that's how we run the hos-
pital.”

Graham did acknowledge that
role requires significant educa-
tion and communication. “I
think effective governance can
never happen unless the peo-
ple practicing it are informed.
To say that a board can be an
effective board without under-

standing any of the principles that go into management deci-
sions, factors like reimbursement, quality, etc.–they cannot
evaluate the actions of management unless they understand.
You can't follow that model unless the members of the board
are informed, educated, and are up to speed with what's hap-
pening in the industry and the institution. There's no easy way
to get up to speed on healthcare.” The Joint Commission
guidelines for boards, which most hospitals follow, require that
board members educate themselves on healthcare matters in
order to provide informed leadership. “We don't do it because
they say to, but we do it because it is the way we learn,” said
Thompson. “We also learn from the very smart people around
us who can help us understand the issues in laymen's terms.”
To stay informed, said Thompson, you must be regular in
attendance, make a personal effort to become educated, keep
your head up, and ask the right questions. “It’s a very dynam-
ic situation here–you are challenged intellectually to bring your
level of game up to your peers. It's all
a matter having the right board mem-
bers that are smart, highly motivated,
and successful in their own area of
expertise.”

James “Goose” Carroll, a former fire
chief and assistant mayor who serves
on the Board at Lane Regional
Medical Center, agreed that since he
began serving on the board he has
seen that the education required of
the board is much greater than it was
years ago. “We have several semi-

nars a year and our CEO and management keep us informed.”
Dell Guerra, RN, Chairman of Lane's Board said the board
does need to be educated and knowledgeable of manage-
ment, quality, and financial issues and they are provided those
opportunities so that they can make
informed decisions. Guerra draws
on her experience as an RN and
being part of strategic planning and
quality from the management side to
help her on the board. The board is
also mandated to have a physician
member, but the others hail from
community service, business, and
financial backgrounds, so education
is provided on healthcare issues.
Guerra indicated that, “It can be kind
of challenging when people aren't
familiar with what goes on in a hos-
pital, but when you have this great diversity you can look at
issues from different aspects.” She stressed that whatever
their individual backgrounds, when the board speaks to the
CEO or to management it is with one voice.

“Our experience at Lane has been that we remain as the over-
sight board and we do not necessarily get into management,”
said Guerra. “We have a high level of trust between the board
and management, which I think you have to have in order to
allow them to do their job.” She said the board is held account-
able for quality, financial management, strategic planning, etc.,
“But as far as dipping into management, no, we do not do
that.” Carroll agreed. “The way I look at it is the board is the
legislative body. Management, that's a different horse alto-
gether and that's why we have the people to run it.” He said
the day-to-day issues of the hospital are a very serious matter
and the board needs to have a grasp on them, but they don't
really take a stand on them, because management handles it
very well. 

Each of the boards is quite
diverse with members from the
business community, finance,
the religious community, edu-
cation, the medical community,
and the legal profession. “An
effective board should reflect
the constituencies of the insti-
tution,” said Thompson. “When
the board considers matters of policy, not practice, all the con-
stituents who are affected need to have a voice in the discus-
sion.” Thompson said all members need to work in the best
interest of the organization and that there's no room for prima
donnas, self interests, or self dealing. “And of course the pay
is so good,” he joked. v

• DHH addresses patient needs for
dialysis. 

• 6:00 p.m. Baton Rouge curfew in 
effect.

Dell Guerra, RN
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The Lane RMC Board
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t makes a lot of sense. If you aggressively manage a patient with a chronic disease such
as diabetes, cancer, asthma, or cardiac disease, tackling all aspects of their care, med-
ications, monitoring, diet, exercise, etc., not only will they get better care and live health-
ier lives, but costs should also be reduced. After all, they are less likely to be re-hospital-
ized and less likely to experience complications requiring additional care. At least that was
the two-pronged argument that had healthcare providers and health plans jumping on the
disease management bandwagon in the 1990s. And it's quite a bandwagon. Of the 150
top insurance companies in the country, 96 percent offer disease management programs.
A Pricewaterhouse Cooper study found that 63 percent of employers had bought into dis-
ease management programs and it is estimated that more than $1 billion is spent on dis-
ease management programs in this country every year. 

Sept: 3
• 7:00 a.m. OLOL’s Recovery team

relieves the Activation team. 

• Earl K. Long evacuates its patients due to
cooling issues.  

Dr. Jule Assercq assesses patient Michael Wade

by: Karen Stassi
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But now, some experts and studies, in particular a major one
conducted by the RAND Corporation and published in The
American Journal of Managed Care, are suggesting that while
there is some evidence that care is improving due to disease
management, the cost-savings have been harder to demon-
strate. In some cases, noted the RAND study, DM actually
increased costs. For example, in programs that offered
enhanced screening for depression, more patients sought
treatment for the disorder and therefore costs increased. Of
course DM is still a relatively new phenomenon and perhaps
enough patients have not been studied over a long enough
term to determine if, a) they live longer, healthier lives, and b)
they end up costing the system less. Some have even point-
ed out that by virtue of living longer and potentially acquiring
another chronic condition or two, those patients may in the
long run end up costing the system more because DM worked
so well. (Shades of Logan's Run for those of you old enough
to remember.) So what's the next move? Abandon disease
management programs? Isn't improved care and quality of life
enough? Or is the bottom line in the world of increasing
healthcare costs too important to ignore? It doesn't seem that
anyone is really suggesting DM is a bad idea, just that it may
not be all it was promised in terms of a balm to our healthcare
cost crisis. 

One of the problems is that not all disease management pro-
grams are created equal. Some may aggressively target a
chronic disease, screening and assessing patients on a regu-
lar basis. Patient advocates may be assigned to keep tabs on
the patient's compliance with suggested interventions and
medication regimens and patients' progress may be continu-
ally measured against disease indicators. However other pro-
grams may merely consist of screenings, suggestions, and
reminders for those identified with a chronic condition.
Tracking compliance may seem like a privacy violation and,
particularly for slow progressing diseases, measuring out-
comes are difficult in the long-term. In addition, not all disease
management interventions are evidence-based. 

The Louisiana State University Health Care Services Division
(LSU HCSD) has bought into disease management in a big
way since the Louisiana Legislature moved the public hospi-

tals under their control. “We committed to improving the qual-
ity of care and we saw disease management as one way to do
that,” explained Chief Medical Officer, Michael Kaiser, MD.
LSU initially focused on high-risk, high-cost diseases that
afflict large proportions of our state's population such as dia-
betes, asthma, congestive heart failure, HIV, and cancer. Over
time, programs have been added to address chronic kidney
disease, hypertension, smoking cessation, lipid management,
diet, exercise, and weight control. “We recognized that many
problems our patients face are due to factors other than the
underlying disease,” said Kaiser. “Those problems crosshatch
across all disease, so we needed to implement some second-
ary preventive programs.” If a program can get a patient to
quit smoking, lose weight, and eat more healthy foods, the
chances of them presenting with a chronic disease down the
road are greatly reduced and the effectiveness of existing dis-
ease management programs is enhanced. The LSU programs
have already recognized improvements in the patients served
by the DM programs, particularly in an increase in the testing
and screenings necessary to identify and keep chronic dis-
ease in check. 

All of the programs, whether disease specific or preventative,
use the same population approach. Patients are educated and

engaged in their own care and actionable patient goals are
developed. “We can't tell them 'Your asthma would be better if
you moved to Hawaii,'  it's got to be things they can reason-
ably do,” said Kaiser. LSU also works on educating the
providers and monitoring the literature for the latest evidence-
based guidelines for each disease. “A lot of medicine is anec-
dotal, and while it may work, we feel we can do better than
that. We search for evidence of what the best care is for the
majority.” Also key to the success of LSU's disease manage-
ment programs is the Medication Assistance Program that
ensures patients can access and afford the meds they need.
This program alone has accounted for significant reductions in
patients returning to the emergency room for the same com-
plaint.

“Our goal is not to be an average program, but to be one of
the best,” said Kaiser, “so we publish our outcomes and com-

it is estimated that more than $1 billion is spent on disease
management programs in this country every year.

• DPH begins food inspections of
restaurants and groceries due to
power outages.

• DHH announces that stress management
resources are available. 
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pare them to both internal and external benchmarks. We draw
our external benchmarks from the best facilities in the nation.”
LSU evaluates and compares its programs using a series of
measures similar to those used by the Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid and the Health Plan Employer Data and
Information Set (HEDIS), a tool created by the National
Committee for Quality Assurance to collect data about the
quality of care and services provided by health plans. Based
on these comparisons, LSU considers its programs an unmit-
igated success. 

The diabetes program for example, is helping 23,000 patients
manage their diabetes. One of the best ways to assess if that
management is working is to measure hemoglobin (HbA1C).
Based on HEDIS measures, 45% of the patients in health
plans have an HbA1C measure-
ment above 9.5%. In the top
tenth percentile of health pro-
grams nationwide, 26% of
patients are over 9.5%. At LSU,
only 19% of the patients have an
HbA1C measurement over
9.5%. Similarly it is important to
measure lipids as part of dia-
betes management. In the last
two years, 69% of patients
measured under HEDIS have
had a lipid test. In the top tenth
percentile, 80% of those patients
have had the test. At LSU, 88%
of the patients have had a lipid
test in the past two years.

In fact, said Dr. Kaiser, the
American Diabetes Association
regularly acknowledges
providers that meet certain
benchmarks with special recog-
nition for their diabetes care. The entire LSU system, with
23,000 patients in its diabetes management program, would
qualify. “Our numbers as a system are very similar to the
ADA's recognized benchmarks for individual providers,” said

Kaiser. LSU's HIV program is also very successful. Because
it draws from 7 hospitals, LSU's HIV DM program manages
one of the largest HIV patient cohorts anywhere. “People
drive by our facilities and they are not the best looking institu-

tions around, so people make assumptions about what goes
on inside. The facts challenge those assumptions.”

Kaiser said the hospital also has an ongoing infrastructure for
improvement and learning. The system is constantly seeking
best practices and conducts site visits, data review, and quar-
terly meetings. “We have created a huge performance
improvement spiral to improve the quality of care in disease
management.” LSU is continuously engaged in reporting data
and measuring how they are doing against a set of indicators.
Formal reviews are conducted of all programs on what they

call “Christmas sheets.” On
those sheets of indicators,
where programs are per-
forming well they are
marked green. Where they
may be falling short, they
are marked red. “In the
areas that are red, we try to
figure out what is happen-
ing,” said Kaiser. “We also
take the ideas that are
working at one hospital and
extend them to the pro-
grams at our other hospi-
tals.” Each disease man-
agement program has a
hospital leader and a
statewide clinical leader
that keeps their eyes on the
providers, watches data,
and reviews best practices. 

Kaiser is not only confident
LSU's DM approach has improved patient care, he can see
evidence of cost savings, too, “It's cost avoidance rather than
straight savings, but it is still significant,” said Kaiser. “We
know as a fact that we have been able to decrease hospital

People drive by our facilities and they are not the best looking
institutions around, so people make assumptions about what goes

on inside. the facts challenge those assumptions. –Michael Kaiser, MD

• Gas, ice, bread, and tarps become
hot items. 

• 5:25 p.m. Baton Rouge General
Mid-City back on the grid.  
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admissions and ER visits, so we have saved money by
avoiding those costs.” As to the argument that disease
management increases healthcare costs by increasing
the number of those who seek treatment or prolonging
life long enough for other chronic problems to occur,
“That's not how we do anything in medicine,” said Kaiser.
“Sure there is a cost to treat, and the longer you live, the
more expensive care may become, but the cost in not
giving that care can lead to larger, more expensive prob-
lems or permanent disability, so DM is still a cost effec-
tive approach.”

One of the reasons improvements that can be credited to
disease management are not always obvious is the
scope of the program may be too small, said Kaiser.
Some systems offer a series of reminders for medication,
follow-up appointments, etc. for a small subset of
patients with a chronic disease and call it disease man-
agement. While those things may help, the impacts and
therefore the outcomes may be too small to measure.
“With LSU's brand of population-based case manage-
ment, we get a lot more bang for our buck” said Kaiser.
“Absolutely, for us and our patients, disease manage-
ment is a success.” v

Sources: “Behind the Numbers,” PricewaterhouseCooper's Health Research
Institute, June 2008; Mattke, S., Seid, M., Ma, S., “Evidence for the Effect of
Disease Management: Is $ 1 Billion a Year a Good Investment?” American
Journal of Managed Care, 2007, 13:670-676; Horswell, R., Butler, M., Kaiser,
M., Moody-Thomas, S., McNabb, S., Besse, J., Abrams, A., “Disease
Management Programs for the Underserved,” Disease Management, Vol. 11,
Number 3, 2008.

We know as a fact that we
have been able to decrease
hospital admissions and er
visits, so we have saved
money by avoiding
those costs.

–Michael Kaiser, MD

• DMAT arrives at OLOL. 

• President Bush does a fly-by visit.
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ne of the cornerstones of LSU's disease management programs
today actually grew out of a need emphasized by the disease
management approach–getting patients their meds. A key com-
ponent of disease management is education about required
medications and adherence to a medication regimen, but
access to that medication is an important factor. “Providing
prescriptions to the poor has always been a problem,” said
Charles Wascom, Director of Pharmaceutical Services at Earl
K. Long Medical Center (EKL). “We see them in the hospital or

clinic and send them home with a prescription, but they can't
afford to fill it.” In the early days, clinic staff would spend a signif-

icant portion of their time filling out paperwork on each patient in an

Sept. 4
• New Orleans lifts evacuation order. • OLOL Medical Plazas reopen. 

by: Philip Gatto
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effort to qualify them for discounted drugs. Not only was the
paperwork cumbersome, but the process was time-consum-
ing. “Often, by the time the medicine came in, you could not
reach the patient. So it was a very 'iffy' system,” said Dr. Jule
Assercq, EKL's Chief of Family Practice. “Alternatively, you
wrote the patients a prescription and hoped they would come
up with the money to buy it.”

And it wasn't only the patients that were short of cash. “In the
late 90s, we were having such bad budget problems,” said
Wascom, “we were having to borrow chemo drugs from other
hospitals.” Wascom, along with the doctors with chemothera-
py patients, sought to find more affordable sources for
chemotherapy drugs, which were prohibitively expensive.
They noted that the Early Intervention Clinic for patients with
HIV/AIDs was able to provide costly drugs to their indigent
patients through the Aids Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) so
they started to explore if there might be indigent patient drug
programs for other types of patients not eligible under ADAP,
specifically chemo patients. They discovered that with the
right paperwork, qualified patients were eligible for deeply dis-
counted drugs through the federal 340B program. Indigent
patients are defined as those with an income of 200% or less
of the federal poverty level and without third-party insurance.

Once he could demonstrate the significant savings of obtain-
ing the meds this way, Wascom and his colleagues were able
to convince EKL administrators to let them use the savings to
hire a staff to provide low cost drugs to outpatients. In the mid-
1990s Earl K. Long was able to set up a small dispensary with
a little money. “We were buying the drugs and providing them
free,” said Wascom. That allowed physicians to give patients
the drugs they needed and they appeared to respond much
better because of it. “Money was always an issue though, so
we tried to figure out a way to continue the practice,” said
Wascom. He worked with Dr. Jolene Johnson and others to
develop a formulary, concentrating on the drugs they needed
most for their emerging disease management programs like
diabetes. They would try to provide one or two drugs from
each class, but also focused on which ones it was easiest to
obtain. Then they had to convince the doctors to limit their pre-
scriptions to the drugs they had on hand. “It was an easy sell,”

said Wascom. “The doctors understood that it made more
sense to prescribe a drug that was available and affordable,
rather than write a prescription the patient couldn't afford to
fill.” As the disease management programs grew, the neces-
sary meds were added to the formulary.

Wascom noted that in Houma and Lafayette they were doing
something similar through their social services department,
but at EKL they decided to set up a program through the phar-
macy. It took several years, but eventually they were able to
apply for a retail license and hired staff to complete all the
paperwork to obtain the low cost drugs. Initially the drugs were
provided free, but demand increased and funding did not.
Because getting patients their meds led to savings down the
road, the pharmacy program just absorbed the costs for a
while. Eventually Wascom met with the administration and the
doctors and decided that since they couldn't charge for the
drugs they would charge a processing fee. Patients were
charged $4 a month, regardless of the prescription, which pro-
vided a little cash flow to keep the program going. If patients
truly could not afford the $4 they could get a voucher from
social services to receive them free. After a couple of years, a
$9 processing fee was instituted that allowed patients to get a
three month supply on a single visit.

As a Medicaid hospital and participating in 340B, the pharma-
cy program doesn't have to negotiate for low prices; they auto-
matically get the cheapest price. EKL typically pays 50 percent
of the Average Wholesale Price (AWP), what Wascom calls
“ain't what anybody pays.” “Wal-Mart for example pays about
75 to 80 percent of the AWP, so we are getting a good deal,”
he said. The indigent program and retail status also allows the
pharmacy to be recognized by big pharmaceutical companies
for these discounts through one application instead of having
to apply separately for each patient. The pharmacy can send

Providing prescriptions to the
poor has always been a
problem. 

–Charles Wascom

Without this program, the
patients would be in and out
of the emergency room. You
can't control asthma without
controller medicines and they
are incredibly expensive. 

–Jule Assercq, MD 

• St. Elizabeth back on full power. 
• It becomes obvious that love bugs

and mosquitoes like hurricanes
more than we do. 
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a report of where those drugs are going and request
replacement instead of redoing the paperwork each time.
The companies come down and audit the pharmacy period-
ically to make sure the patients getting these discounted
drugs do qualify for them, but it saves a lot of paperwork and
reduces the number of staff needed to run the pharmacy. 

“It's a growing idea. Most hospitals have or are starting sim-
ilar programs,” said Wascom. “I didn't come up with the idea,
I just researched and went to pharmacy meetings, and
talked to other 340B entities.” Wascom is modest. Not only
has the idea spread to the rest of the LSU system, but other
hospitals call him to find out how to set up their own pro-
gram. According to Danny Jackson, Director of Pharmacy

for the LSU HCSD system, each of the hospitals now has a
similar arrangement and the formularies are expanding
beyond required drugs for the disease management pro-
grams. “Last year, system-wide, we dispensed 280,000 pre-
scriptions at a value of $30 million,” said Jackson. “That's
the cost of the prescriptions if the patients had to pay for
them.” He indicated that the system is also undergoing
improvement with the addition of diabetic supplies and the
lowering of processing fees from $9 to $6 regardless of
whether the patient wants a one-month or three-month sup-
ply. “Perhaps the biggest improvement,” said Jackson, “is
the convenience factor. If a medication is in our formulary,
patients can get on-site, same-day filling of prescriptions.”
The pharmacy is also accessible to non-indigent EKL
patients or those that do have third-party insurance, but in
those cases, patients must pay the cost of the prescription
plus processing. “It's still cheaper than most pharmacies
could offer,” said Wascom.

“Charles is an unsung hero,” said Dr. Assercq who also runs
LSU's Asthma Clinic. “Without this program, the patients
would be in and out of the emergency room. You can't con-
trol asthma without controller medicines and they are
incredibly expensive. If they did not get their medicines, they
would be back in the ER or hospitalized, at a huge cost to
the taxpayer.” v

Last year, system-wide, we
dispensed 280,000 prescrip-
tions at a value of $30 million.

–Danny Jackson





• 9:00 a.m. OLOL urges ER alterna-
tives for non-emergency needs. 

• Lane transfers 59 patients to other
hospitals to keep them more com-
fortable. 

by: Philip Gatto
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ecent figures both nationally and locally indicate that the
number of uninsured in our state and country have taken
a dip. The most recent U.S. Census Bureau data released
this past August indicated that as income levels
increased slightly, the number of uninsured decreased
for the first time in several years. The number of people
without health insurance dropped from 47 million (15.8)
percent in 2006 to 45.7 million (15.3 percent) in 2007.

Similarly in our state, the number of uninsured adults
declined from 24% in 2005 to 21.2 % in 2007 and the num-
ber of uninsured children continued its exponential decrease
from 7.6 % in 2005 to 5.4% in 2007. Significant decreases
in the number of uninsured children both here and national-
ly have been credited to the federal SCHIP program
(LaCHIP in Louisiana). Despite the improvements, the

large number of uninsured in our country is often touted
as a major part of our healthcare crisis and there is gen-

erally a kneejerk response to “rescue” them. But who
are the uninsured and do all of them really need or

want rescuing?

Generally speaking, in Louisiana the uninsured 

• Entergy offers power restoration
estimates of 3-21 days. There is an
ensuing run on generators and gas. 

Sept. 5
• 2:00 p.m. Lane Regional Medical Center

back on the grid. 
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are more likely to be African American, poorer, less educated, and
young, but nationally the uninsured reaches across all groups and
income levels. “When we try to identify the uninsured, we're not
talking about street people and we're not talking about migrant farm
workers, although they are included in all this,” said Hugh W. Long,
PhD, JD, a Health Systems Management Professor at Tulane
University. It's not the poorest of the poor, because Medicaid is their
safety net and it's not the elderly, because Medicare kicks in help for
them at age 65. Increasingly it appears to be what are known as the
working poor–the people who make just enough income to be dis-
qualified from government assistance, but not enough to afford pri-
vate healthcare. These uninsured rates are tied to the economy.
Although a strong economy and more jobs should boost insured
rates, many jobs don't offer insurance so the jump is not always as
high as one would expect. Conversely when the economy is poor and
people lose their jobs, they may actually gain insurance by becom-
ing eligible for Medicaid. “The interaction between the uninsured
and Medicaid is sort of by policy design countercyclical,” explained
Long. 

However, according to Long, almost two-thirds of the people that are
uninsured in the United States are members of a household where the
head of the household has a full-time job working a full year. Long
said a lot of people find that surprising, but part of it has to do with

the fact that labor-intensive sectors of the economy tend to be the
service industry. The service industries tend to be in the lower por-
tion of the wage spectrum and for employers to provide health insur-
ance, that turns out to be a huge percentage of labor costs. “You don't
want to be the first fast food franchise on your block to be charging
$8 for a hamburger because your labor costs are so high.”  

Long said there are also companies that offer health insurance where
relatively few employees elect to take it because of the cost sharing
between the employer and the employee. “If I am only making
$20,000 a year, which is well above minimum wage, but I've got a
household of three or four people, my priorities are probably going
to be food, clothing, shelter, transportation to and from work, not
health insurance. I think they want insurance and if they could afford
it, they would have coverage.” For that reason, Long does not
include them in the large number of uninsured that are uninsured at
least partially by choice. “When you look at those that are uninsured
by choice, about twenty-seven percent are in households making
more than the median household income of $50,000 and 15 percent
are in households making more than $75,000.” Long said part of the
story is that a number of people who could afford insurance don't buy
health insurance, they self insure. And if they are in reasonably good
health that may be a perfectly rational thing for them to do. Long said
that based on how much of the healthcare dollar actually gets spent
on healthcare (about 88 cents), if a person shops around and pays
cash, they may actually get a better deal. “The people that are very
comfortable and in good health who don't view themselves as high
risk for significant healthcare expenditures, at least as long as they
remain healthy, may be well advised not to buy health insurance.”

Age is also a factor. All insurance operates on the premise of spread-
ing risk across people or situations that are similar to you and that
everyone is facing the same risk. Although this may work for car or
house insurance, the same premise does not hold true for health
insurance, said Long. The population is not at equal risk. Those that
are young and healthy and in their 20s are too old for Medicaid and
too young for Medicare. They don't think they will have claims and
98 percent of time they are right, and insurance is not a particularly
good deal for them even if they can afford it. When you look at who
the uninsured are, the highest percentage of the population by age
category is between 19 and 34, partly because they are not as
wealthy, but also because they have less need. “Even if they are

Age is also a factor. All insurance oper-
ates on the premise of spreading risk
across people or situations that are
similar to you and that everyone is fac-

ing the same risk.

• OLOL institutes gas pro-
gram for team members. 

• DMAT arrives at Baton
Rouge General Mid City.

Sept. 6
• Frustration with FEMA response

grows…déjà vu all over again. 

Source: LHIS 2007

Source: LHIS 2007

Louisiana’s Uninsured
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offered insurance they tend to be more interested in spending their
money on social things, iPods, cars, dating–they can wait until they
are old and decrepit (like 35) to buy health insurance.” 

According to the Louisiana Health Insurance Survey (LHIS) 2007,
28.6% of young adults in Louisiana aged 22-29 are uninsured. That
age group tends to think of themselves as immortal, so catastrophic
illness is not a fear factor for them. Even if a major illness does land
them in the hospital without health insurance. They know the hospi-
tal has to treat them and if they can't pay the bills, they have no
major assets that are in danger. It's a calculated risk, but one that
probably pays off just fine for the majority. In comparison, only 15
percent of those over 35 and under 64 are uninsured. In Louisiana,
15% of older adults aged 55-64 are uninsured; presumably holding
out until Medicare kicks in, but at this age the gamble is much more
significant. There could be a number of explanations for this group,
said Long. It would include people who are between jobs and a small
percentage, maybe half a percent, that are ineligible because of a
pre-existing condition. However, most of that number, said Long,
will be people who are working where there is no health insurance
or who are unemployed and not eligible for Medicaid. Long said it
is important to realize that Medicaid is not just a blanket program for
people with low income, but is really designed for women, children,
and the disabled or those who are over 65 and poor. “If you are over
the age of 18, under the age of 65, demonstrably poor, not physical-
ly or mentally disabled or blind, and you are male, you are simply
not eligible for Medicaid.” Long said there are 10 or 11 million in

households below the poverty line who are ineligible because they
are male. “As a matter of public policy, my personal opinion is that's
not very good policy but that's the way the program was designed,”
said Long.

As mentioned above, pre-existing conditions account for a small
percentage of the uninsured–about one to two percent, although that
number is hard to gauge, said Long. Part of the reason is that most
pre-existing conditions usually have some sunset clause. Which
leads us to another interesting notion about the uninsured. “If we
counted 46 million uninsured today and again a year from now, it's

not the same 46 million–only about 15 million would be the same
people,” said Long. Research by the Brookings Institution and the
Urban Institute shows that there is a 2.5-2.75 million turnover every
month in the uninsured population. The simple fact of birthdays

If we counted 46 million uninsured
today and again a year from now, it's
not the same 46 million–only about 15

million would be the same people.
-Dr. Hugh Long
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causes rollovers out of Medicaid and into Medicare said Long. In
addition, people lose jobs that had insurance, others lose jobs with-
out insurance but become eligible for Medicaid, people get married
for benefits, or may lose benefits when they divorce. “There is about
a 30 million turnover a year in the uninsured population, and with so
many different reasons for people to be uninsured, there must also
be different solutions.” 

There is also a group that may
be under more stress than many
of the uninsured, but are
ignored because they do not
fall in that number. These are
the working poor who are
insured through their job, but
because of the cost of their pre-
miums, which they can't afford
to not pay because they have
three kids, also can't make it to
the grocery store every month
or can't afford to fix the car in
the driveway. We have forced
more employers to step up to

the plate and we may crow about the numbers of insured increasing,
but being eligible for insurance may present a burden of its own. In
some cases, with expanded eligibility of SCHIP programs these
families might truly need the assistance the program offers, but
because insurance is available to them, they don't qualify. Instead
they pay a hefty premium and struggle to pay their house note.

“Unfortunately, whenever you are writing public policy, in some
respects there is a one size fits all approach,” said Long. “In cases
like this, it would appear to be punishing people for being responsi-
ble, but once you start making exceptions, it could be never-end-
ing.”

Some, like those who choose not to have insurance, don't consider
being part of the uninsured a problem and would strenuously resist
programs such as the one being tried in Massachusetts mandating
coverage. Others would insist that failing to be insured when you
have the means is socially irresponsible. If that person becomes ill
or is in an accident and can't pay the mounting healthcare costs, the
hospitals are left holding the tab. In an effort to not be pushed under,
they raise prices or negotiate for better contracts with the health sys-
tems, which in turn may have to raise rates for the insured to cover
their costs. So ultimately the insured help cover the uninsured. 

You can make the problem sound very small or very big depending
on what part of the group you look at, said Long. “But really it's a
series of different problems that require different solutions for dif-
ferent subsets. There is no one solution. If there was I would be out

there selling it to somebody.”v

Sources: Barnes, S., Goidel, K., Terrell, D., Louisiana Health Insurance Survey
2007, LSU Public Policy Lab, Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals;
“Income, Poverty, and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States:2007,”
www.census.gov/prod/2008pubs/p60-235.pdf; Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and
the Uninsured, Key Facts, August 2008, www.kff.com; Owens, A., “Who are the
Uninsured and Why are they Uninsured?” New England Public Policy Center at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, www.bos.frb.org/economic/nepcc/confer-
nces/2006/uninsured.

Source: LHIS 2007
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ith the election here, most of you have probably made your minds up on who deserves your vote or
whether you will just pack up for that remote island and leave the experiment to hardier souls. Even so,
it doesn’t hurt to take another quick look at what each candidate his proposed for healthcare and what
those changes might mean to you. Not surprisingly, both candidates touch on many of the same issues

widely regarded as in need of reform. And like most platform promises, they sound good, but are short on details as
to how they will be implemented and funded. Nonetheless, they are worth perusing–just be sure to remove your rose-
colored glasses first.

W

Barack Obama promises to make available a new

national health plan to all Americans, including the self-
employed and small businesses, to buy affordable
health coverage that is similar to the plan available to
members of Congress and featuring: 

• Guaranteed eligibility. 

• Comprehensive benefits including preventive, mater-
nity, and mental health care. 

• Affordable premiums, co-pays, and deductibles. 

• Income-related federal subsidies for individuals and
families who do not qualify for Medicaid or SCHIP but
still need financial assistance to buy into the new pub-
lic plan or purchase a private healthcare plan. 

• Simplified paperwork and reined in health costs. 

• Easy enrollment. 

• Portability and choice. Participants in the
new public plan and the National Health
Insurance Exchange will be able to move from
job to job without changing or jeopardizing their
healthcare coverage. 

Barack Obama's Plan for a Healthy America

• Operation Blue Roof launched.
Sept. 7
• Declaration of Emergency issued in

anticipation of Ike (the groan can
be heard across town). 
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John McCain's Health Plan

John McCain's health plan mandate is to provide access to healthcare for every

American. Among the highlights of his plan are:

• Restore control to the patients themselves. 

• Use competition to improve the quality of health insurance with
greater variety to match people's needs, lower prices, and porta-

bility. 

• Families should be able to purchase health insurance nation-
wide, across state lines.

• Reform the tax code to offer more choices beyond employer-
based health insurance coverage. While still having the option
of employer-based coverage, every family will receive a direct
refundable tax credit–effectively cash–of $2,500 for individuals
and $5,000 for families to offset the cost of insurance. Families
will be able to choose the insurance provider that suits them best
and the money would be sent directly to the insurance provider.
Those obtaining innovative insurance that costs less than the cred-
it can deposit the remainder in expanded Health Savings Accounts.

• Make insurance more portable.

• Encourage and expand the benefits of health savings accounts
(HSAs) for families. 

• Ensure care for higher risk patients and make
sure they get the high-quality coverage they
need.

• Work with states to establish a
guaranteed access plan.

• Establish a nonprofit corpora-
tion that would contract with

• Earl K. Long transforms Surgical  
Facility on Perkins into inpatient
facility. 

• 1:00 p.m. Operations fully
restored at OLOL Medical Plaza
and Baton Rouge Clinic.

Sept. 10
• Power restored to Healthcare

Journal of Baton Rouge! 
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• Quality and efficiency. Participating insurance compa-
nies will be required to report data to ensure that stan-
dards for quality, health information technology, and
administration are being met. 

Obama also plans to:
• Create a National Health Insurance Exchange to act as
a watchdog group and help reform the private insurance
market by creating rules and standards for participating
insurance plans to ensure fairness and to make individ-
ual coverage more affordable and accessible. 

• Require employer contribution for those that do not
offer or make a meaningful contribution to the cost of
quality health coverage for their employees. A percent-
age of payroll will be required to go toward the costs of
the national plan. 

• Create a Small Business Health Tax Credit to provide
small businesses with a refundable tax credit of up to 50
percent on premiums paid by small businesses on behalf
of their employees. 

• Mandate coverage of children. 

• Expand Medicaid and SCHIP eligibility.

• Provide flexibility for State Plans provided they meet
the minimum standards of the national plan. 

• Reduce costs of catastrophic illnesses for employers
and their employees.

• Support disease management programs. 

• Coordinate and integrate care. 

• Require full transparency about quality and costs. 

• Promote patient safety and require providers to report
preventable medical errors and support hospital and
physician practice improvement to prevent future occur-
rences. 

• Reward providers who see patients enrolled in the new
public plan, the National Health Insurance Exchange,
Medicare, and FEHBP for achieving performance thresh-
olds on outcome measures. 

• Increase comparative effectiveness research so that
Americans and their doctors will have the accurate and
objective information they need to make the best deci-
sions for their health and well-being. 

• Tackle disparities in health care. 

• Strengthen antitrust laws to prevent insurers from over-
charging physicians for their malpractice insurance and
promote new models for addressing errors that improve
patient safety, strengthen the doctor-patient relationship,
and reduce the need for malpractice
suits. 

• Invest $10 billion a year over the next five years to
move the U.S. healthcare system to broad adoption of
standards-based electronic health information systems,
including electronic health records, and
phase in requirements for full implementation
of health IT, while ensuring that patients' privacy is 
protected. 

• Lower costs by increasing competition in the insurance
and drug markets.

• Prevent companies from abusing their monopoly
power. 

• Lower prescription drug costs and allow Americans to
buy their medicines from other developed countries if
the drugs are safe and prices are lower outside the
U.S. 

• Repeal the ban that prevents the government
from negotiating with drug companies, which
could result in savings as high as $30 billion. 

• Work to increase the use of generic drugs in
Medicare, Medicaid, and FEHBP and prohib-
it big name drug companies from keeping
generics out of markets. 

• Strengthen funding for biomedical
research, and improve the efficiency of
that research by improving coordination
both within government and across govern-
ment/private/non-profit partnerships. 

• Fight AIDS worldwide. 

• Support Americans with Disabilities

• Support mental health parity 

• Require that child care facilities be
lead-safe within five years. 

• Significantly reduce the amount of mercury
that is deposited in oceans, lakes, and rivers. 

• Support Americans with Autism. v
Source: www.barackobama.com/issues/healthcare

Sept. 11
• Baton Rouge schools reopen. 

• Coastal evacuations begin in
preparation for Ike…

Sources: Baton Rouge General, www.brgeneral.org; Federal Emergency Management Administration, www.fema.gov; Governor's Office of Homeland Security, www.ohsep.louisiana.gov;  Lane Regional Medical Center, www.lanermc.org; Louisiana Dept. of
Health & Hospitals, www.dhh.la.gov; Louisiana Hospital Association, www.lhaonline.org; LSU Health Care Services Division, www.lsuhospitals.org; Ochsner Medical Center-Baton Rouge, www.ochsner.org; Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center,
www.ololrmc.com; The Morning Advocate, www.2theadvocate.com;  Woman's Hospital, www.womans org; WAFB Channel 9, www.wafb.com.
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insurers to cover patients who have been denied insur-
ance and could join with other state plans to enlarge
pools and lower overhead costs. 

• Promote proper incentives to reduce costs such as dis-
ease management, individual case management, and
health and wellness programs.

• Bring greater competition to our drug markets through
safe re-importation of drugs and faster introduction of
generic drugs.

• Emphasize prevention, early intervention, healthy
habits, new treatment models, new public health

infrastructure, and the use of information technol-
ogy to reduce healthcare costs. 

• Dedicate more federal research to caring
and curing chronic disease.

• Promote coordinated care with a single bill
for high-quality disease care which will make
every single provider accountable and
responsive to the patients' needs. 

• Expand access to healthcare through walk-in
clinics in retail outlets.

• Promote the rapid deployment of 21st century

information systems and technology that allows doctors
to practice across state lines. 

• Reform the payment systems in Medicaid and Medicare
to compensate providers for diagnosis, prevention, and
care coordination. Medicaid and Medicare should not pay
for preventable medical errors or mismanagement.

• Promote the availability of smoking cessation programs. 

• Encourage states to lower costs. 

• Pass medical liability reform that eliminates lawsuits
directed at doctors who follow clinical guidelines and
adhere to safety protocols. Every patient should have
access to legal remedies in cases of bad medical prac-
tice, but that should not be an invitation to endless, frivo-
lous lawsuits. Bring transparency to healthcare costs. 

• Facilitate the development of national standards for
measuring and recording treatments and outcomes.

• Develop a strategy for meeting the challenge of a pop-
ulation needing greater long-term care. 

• Ensure those with pre-existing conditions are able to
easily access care.

• Combat Autism in America. v

Source: www.johnmccain.com/Informing/Issues/19ba2f1c-c03f-4ac2-8cd5-5cf2edb527cf.htm
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WorlD
African countries Introduce
New meningitis vaccine
Health ministers from countries of the African
meningitis belt have committed themselves to
introduce a highly promising candidate
meningitis vaccine. The vaccine is designed to
prevent periodic epidemics of the deadly dis-
ease in these countries. The ministers agreed
to prepare comprehensive meningitis control
plans, including the introduction of the new
vaccine once available; to implement menin-
gitis control strategies; to undertake joint
action vis-à-vis the threat; to improve infor-
mation exchange for epidemic response; and
to contribute financially to epidemic control
activities. The candidate vaccine has several
advantages. Priced at just $0.40 per dose, the
vaccine produces in both adults and toddlers a
higher immune response than the currently
available vaccines. In addition, the new vac-
cine confers long-term protection and induces
immunity in certain non-vaccinated persons
who live in proximity of those who are immu-
nized, leading to broad community protection.

Who and World bank seek better
results from Global health Investments
The World health organization (WHO) and
the World bank are addressing the pressing
global debate around health systems and ini-
tiatives in specific aspects of health, nutrition,
and population. Critics claim that disease-spe-
cific initiatives are eroding already weak
health systems, while others assert that weak
health systems are holding back progress in
disease-specific initiatives. In an effort to
gather evidence and provide technical guid-
ance in this area, WHO and the World Bank
have agreed to join forces in collaboration
with a wide range of interested stakeholders
including country officials, academic and
research institutions, Global Health
Initiatives, and civil society organizations.
The WHO-World Bank collaboration will
examine and combine the strengths of differ-
ent approaches around the world in order to
get better results from investments and
improve health outcomes for all. 

health response launched
for the Displaced in pakistan
Some 423,000 people in Pakistan need urgent
healthcare after being affected by recent con-
flict and flooding. Who and partners are
requesting $9.76 million to undertake life-sav-
ing health responses to this humanitarian cri-
sis. Outbreaks of communicable diseases,
including acute watery diarrhea, respiratory
infections, and various water- and vector-
borne diseases, are of high risk due to large

numbers of people forced into cramped, tem-
porary housing where concerns exist over the
safety of drinking water and sanitation. With
malaria season starting, risks of a large-scale
spread of malaria are high. Outbreaks of
measles, one of the major killers of children,
are also possible due to low immunization
coverage in some areas.

u.s. officials Advance Initiatives
fighting spread of
hIv/AIDs and malaria in Africa
u.s. secretary of health and human
services mike leavitt and a high-level dele-
gation recently visited the African nations of
Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, and Mali to review
cooperative efforts to reduce the spread of dis-
eases including HIV/AIDS, malaria, and high-
ly pathogenic avian influenza. Dr. Julie
Gerberding, director of the HHS Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and tim
Ziemer, the President's malaria coordinator,
also traveled to Africa with the Secretary. The
U.S. government officials met with senior rep-
resentatives of the governments of the three
countries; visited hospitals, clinics, and
research facilities; and traveled to communi-
ties in rural areas to see how Africans address
the challenges of delivering
care in remote locations. They also met with
religious leaders and toured health-related
sites operated by churches and mosques, to
see firsthand the role of faith-based organiza-
tions in delivering healthcare in Africa. The
United States provides funding and resources
to th three countries to help fight the spread of
disease.

African ministers to Defend
health from
environmental harm
Health and environment ministers in Africa
have resolved to build a strategic alliance to
reduce environmental threats to human health
and well-being. Following the conclusion of
an historic gathering in Gabon, the ministers
signed and adopted the libreville
Declaration which commits governments to
take measures to stimulate the necessary poli-
cy, institutional, and investment changes that
should be effected to optimize synergies
between health, environment, and other rele-
vant sectors. After deliberations on a range of
issues, delegates were convinced that the root
causes of global environmental degradation
are embedded in social and economic prob-
lems such as pervasive poverty, unsustainable
production and consumption patterns,
inequity of distribution of wealth, and the debt
burden. These result in malaria, tuberculosis,
cholera, typhoid, dracunculiasis, helminthia-
sis, schizosomiasis, asthma, bronchitis, and
heart diseases that are taking their toll on mil-
lions of people living in the region.

NAtIoNAl
b vitamins and folic Acid Not effective
for reducing risk in patients with
coronary Artery Disease
In a large clinical trial involving patients with
coronary artery disease, use of B vitamins was
not effective for preventing death or cardio-
vascular events, according to a study pub-
lished in the August 20 issue of JAMA.
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“Observational studies have demonstrated that
the concentration of total homocysteine in
blood is associated with risk of coronary
artery disease and stroke,” the authors provide
as background information. Plasma total
homocysteine levels can be lowered by oral
administration of folic acid and vitamin B12.
In this study, the authors' objective was “to
evaluate the effects of homocysteine-lowering
treatment with folic acid plus vitamin B12 on
mortality and cardiovascular events.” 

marta ebbing, mD of haukeland
university hospital, Bergen, Norway and
colleagues, conducted a randomized con-
trolled study with 3,096 patients in two
Norwegian hospitals between 1999-2006. The
researchers could not confirm any preventive
effect of intervention with folic acid plus vita-
min B12 or with vitamin B6 on mortality or
major cardiovascular events among patients
with stable coronary artery disease undergoing
intensive conventional treatment. They did
find a numerically lower incidence of stroke
and higher incidence of cancer in the groups
receiving folic acid, but these observations
were not statistically significant. 

cDc steps up efforts to
fight Drug-resistant Germ
the centers for Disease control and

prevention (cDc) have launched a national
campaign to teach parents how to keep their
children safe from skin infections caused by
the potentially dangerous bacteria methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). The
National MRSA Education Initiative is aimed
at highlighting specific actions parents can
take to protect themselves and their families
and will reach out to parents and healthcare
providers through Web sites, fact sheets,
brochures, posters, radio, and print public
service announcements, web banners, mom
blogging sites, and mainstream media inter-
views. Information will also be shared through
community and school groups including par-
ent-teacher associations, faith-based organiza-
tions, professional organizations and national
conferences on health.

coverage rates for children remain high
The cDc said recently that, the vast majority
of the nation’s parents are having their chil-
dren get recommended vaccinations, accord-
ing to 2007 vaccine coverage estimates.
Childhood immunization rates remain at or
near record levels, with at least 90 percent
coverage for all but one of the individual vac-
cines in the recommended series for young
children, said the CDCs 2007 National
Immunization Survey (NIS). More than 77
percent of children were fully vaccinated with

all vaccines in the series of recommended vac-
cines, and there were no differences in cover-
age among any racial or ethnic group for the
complete series. Importantly, less than 1 per-
cent of children had received no vaccines by
age 19 months to 35 months.

Despite these numbers, the nation's leading
medical and advocacy groups have joined
together to raise the public's confidence in
vaccines. The Immunization Alliance calls
on policymakers, public health agencies,
physicians, and the public to work together to
preserve the health of the nation's children
through immunization. The Alliance, which is
made up of medical, public health, and parent
organizations, met recently to discuss the
increase in questions from parents about the
value of, and need for, today's childhood vac-
cines. 

hhs Awards $49.1 million to states to
Increase Access to health care coverage
hhs is awarding $49 million in grants to 30
states that provide health insurance to resi-
dents who cannot get conventional health cov-
erage because of their health status. The grants
will be used by the states to offset losses that
they incurred in the operation of high-risk
pools, which are typically state-created non-
profit associations that offer health coverage
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to individuals with serious medical conditions.
Grant funds also provide support for disease
management for chronic conditions and pre-
mium subsidies for individuals with lower
incomes. Enrollment in these pools is grow-
ing, with more than 200,000 individuals
enrolled in state pools. To be eligible, a state
must have a “qualified” high-risk pool that
meets the criteria specified in section 2745 of
the Public Health Service Act, and must fol-
low such rules as capping premiums at no
higher than 200 percent of the standard charge
in the state.

Funds were allocated based on the number of
uninsured individuals in each state and the
numbers of individuals enrolled in each pool.
cms administers the program. This year's
grants are in addition to approximately $286
million that states have received since 2003 to
support this program. The 30 states that
received grants are as follows: Alabama,
Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut,
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming.

New AhrQ tool estimates
resources Needed for emergency response
hhs' Agency for healthcare research and
Quality has released a new Web-based inter-
active tool to help hospitals and emergency
planners identify resource requirements to
treat an influx of patients due to major disas-
ters such as an influenza pandemic or a terror-
ist attack. The Hospital Surge Model provides
essential resource information for emergency
planning strategies. It is able to estimate, by
day, the number and flow of casualties need-
ing medical attention for scenarios selected by
users. For instance, planners can use the
model to estimate: 
• How many patients each hospital unit will
need to treat each day following an event. 
• Casualty arrival patterns and peak days of
patient care. 
• Day by day use of the personnel, equipment,
and supplies needed by each hospital to treat
casualties. 
•A daily count of anticipated deaths and
patient discharges. 

regulation proposed to help protect
healthcare providers from Discrimination
A new proposed regulation would increase
awareness of, and compliance with, three sep-
arate laws protecting federally funded health-
care providers' right of conscience. Over the

past three decades, congress has enacted sev-
eral statutes to safeguard these freedoms, also
known as provider conscience rights.
Specifically, the proposed rule would:
• Clarify that non-discrimination protections
apply to institutional healthcare providers as
well as to individual employees working for
recipients of certain funds from hhs; 
• Require recipients of certain HHS funds to
certify their compliance with laws protecting
provider conscience rights; 
• Designate the HHS office for civil rights
as the entity to receive complaints of discrim-
ination addressed by the existing statutes and
the proposed regulation; and 
• Charge HHS officials to work with any state
or local government or entity that may be in
violation of existing statutes and the proposed

regulation to encourage voluntary steps to
bring that government or entity into compli-
ance with the law. If, despite the Department's
efforts, compliance is not achieved, HHS offi-
cials will consider all legal options, including
termination of funding and the return of funds
paid out in violation of the nondiscrimination
provisions.

The proposed regulation is available at
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2008pres/08/
20080821reg.pdf.

hhs proposes Adoption of IcD-10 code
sets and updated electronic transaction
standards
hhs has announced a long-awaited proposed

regulation that would replace the ICD-9-CM
code sets now used to report healthcare diag-
noses and procedures with greatly expanded
ICD-10 code sets, effective Oct. 1, 2011. In a
separate proposed regulation, HHS has pro-
posed adopting the updated X12 standard,
Version 5010, and the National Council for
Prescription Drug Programs standard, Version
D.0, for electronic transactions, such as
healthcare claims. Version 5010 is essential to
use of the ICD-10 codes. The greatly expand-
ed ICD-10 code sets will enable HHS to fully
support quality reporting, pay-for-perform-
ance, bio-surveillance, and other critical activ-
ities. HHS said conversion to ICD-10 is essen-
tial to development of a nationwide electronic
health information environment, and the
updated X12 transaction standards are a criti-

cal step in the implementation of these new
codes.

Joint commission Alert:  prevent
blood thinner Deaths and overdoses
A number of recent high profile errors related
to commonly used blood thinners highlight a
safety issue that too frequently results in harm
or even death to patients, according to a Joint
commission alert that offers solutions to this
medication safety issue. The Joint
Commission's new Sentinel Event Alert urges
greater attention to the dangers associated
with anticoagulants, life-saving medications
that also present serious risks when adminis-
tered incorrectly or in error. Patients being
treated with these medications must be close-
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ly monitored and screened for drug and food interactions,
given that commonly used anticoagulants such as heparin and
warfarin have narrow therapeutic ranges and a high potential
for complications. Adding to the problem is a lack of stan-
dardized naming, labeling, and packaging of anticoagulants
that create confusion and lead to devastating errors.

To reduce the risk of errors related to commonly used antico-
agulants, The Joint Commission's Alert recommends that
healthcare organizations take a series of 15 specific steps,
including the following:
• Assess the risks of using anticoagulants.
• Use best practices or evidence-based guidelines regarding
anticoagulants.
• Establish standard dose limits on anticoagulants and require
that a doctor confirm any exceptions.
• Clearly label syringes and other containers used for antico-
agulants.
• Clarify all anticoagulant dosing for pediatric patients, who
are higher risk because these drugs are formulated and pack-
aged for adults.
• Other strategies for reducing the errors related to anticoag-
ulants include staff communication and collaboration; patient
education and participation; designating pharmacists to man-
age anticoagulant services; and use of computerized physi-
cian order entry (CPOE) and bar coding technology, if avail-
able.

stAte
Dhh Issues Grant funds
to hospitals Affected by Katrina, rita
The Department of health and hospitals is distributing
grant funds amounting to more than $10 million to hospitals
impacted by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The grant funds,
provided by the centers for medicare and medicaid
services, were requested by DHH in response to the needs
documented by the hospitals. The “Provider Stabilization
Grant” will be used to make payments to healthcare facilities
to ease the financial burdens associated with rising operating
costs as a result of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. This grant
will benefit non-state hospitals with emergency departments
or free-standing inpatient psychiatric facilities in the New
Orleans and Lake Charles areas.

The Department is awarding the grants based upon a method-
ology approved by the federal government which requires the
hospitals to be in a parish identified by femA as being an
impacted parish, and the hospitals must meet certain other
financial criteria. A total of 14 facilities are set to receive
funding from this grant:
Christus St. Patrick's of Lake Charles $239,774
East Jefferson General Hospital $1,710,314
Lake Charles Memorial Hospital $19,032
Lakeview Regional Medical Center $277,350
Northshore Regional Medical Center $679,852
Ochsner Baptist Medical Center $945,389
Ochsner Foundation Hospital $542,811
Ochsner Medical Center –Kenner $322,404
Ochsner Medical Center –West Bank $713,389
Slidell Memorial Hospital $13,906
Touro Infirmary $1,297,493
Tulane University Hospital and Clinic $2,503,962
West Calcasieu Cameron Hospital $75,510
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West Jefferson Medical Center $802,485.

barry leaves blue cross for Aetna
blue cross and blue shield of louisiana
President and CEO Gery J barry has left
Blue Cross for a position as Chief Strategy
Officer for Aetna, Inc. Aetna is the company
at which Barry started his career 33 years ago,
working there for more than 21 years before
taking on CEO positions with two other
organizations, first in Canada and most
recently with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Louisiana. In his new capacity, Barry will
report directly to Aetna's Chairman and CEO,
ronald Williams. He will guide the compa-
ny's domestic and international strategy and
be heavily involved in healthcare policy at the
national level. The Board plans to undertake a
national search to replace Barry, while con-
sidering internal candidates as well.

besch and Wilcox
receive National hIv/AIDs Awards
Dr. c. lynn besch, HIV division director for
the lsu health sciences center in New
Orleans and statewide clinical lead for the
lsu health care services Division
(HCSD) HIV Disease Management Program,
has received the prestigious Gabe Kruks
Memorial HIV/AIDS Service Award. In addi-

tion, Dr. ronald Wilcox, program director
and principal investigator for the Delta
Region AIDS Education and Training Center
(AETC) in New Orleans and a staff physician
with the LSU HIV Outpatient Program
(HOP), received the equally prestigious AIDS
Education and Training Centers Award. The
u.s. Department of health and human
services health resources and services
Administration gives the awards annually to

those who have exhibited outstanding skill
and innovation in implementing the programs
and services of the Ryan White HIV/AIDS
Program to improve the lives of those living
with HIV/AIDS.  

Applications for federal electronic health
records program still being Accepted
Louisiana primary care physicians have the
opportunity to receive financial assistance
with the adoption and implementation of elec-
tronic health records (EHR) within their prac-
tices. the centers for medicare and
medicaid services (CMS) is accepting appli-
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cations from eligible small- to medium-sized
practitioners for its five-year Electronic Health
Records Demonstration Project. Participating
practitioners could receive up to $290,000 in
project reimbursements during the five-year
period. The goal of the five-year demonstration
project is to encourage primary care physician
practices to use EHR to improve the quality of
patient care. 

Approximately 200 primary care physician
practices in the state with 20 or fewer practi-
tioners that serve as the main provider of pri-
mary care for at least 50 Medicare fee-for-serv-
ice beneficiaries are being recruited for partic-
ipation in this demonstration project. Primary
care for purposes of this demonstration
includes internal medicine, family/general
practice or geriatrics. One hundred practices
will be randomly placed into the control group
and the other 100 practices will be placed into
the participating group, which will receive the
payment incentives available under this
demonstration. All participating practices will
receive technical support in transitioning to
EHR and quality reporting from a group of
advisors and experts brought together by the
louisiana health care Quality forum.

The application package and additional infor-

mation with details about the EHR
Demonstration Project are available on the
Louisiana Health Care Quality Forum’s web-
site, www.lhcqf.org. The application must be
submitted no later than November 26, 2008.

Dhh Awards Grants to create
six school-based health centers
The Department of health and hospitals
(Dhh)-office of public health recently
awarded grants to five local communities to
develop six school-based health centers. The
grants of up to $50,000 will allow schools to
provide convenient, high quality healthcare
services to students. Awardees included:
• Jefferson Parish Public School System (John
Ehret High in Marrero)
• Morehouse Community Medical Centers
(Morehouse Jr. High in Bastrop)
• Lafayette Parish School System (Carencro
High in Lafayette)
• St. Francis Medical Center (Richwood High
School and Martin Luther King Jr. Middle
School in Monroe)
• St. Charles Community Health Center
(Albert Cammon Middle School in St. Rose)

The Office of Public Health currently funds 62
school-based health centers throughout the

state, providing access to healthcare to over
60,000 students. In 2007, there were 125,007
student visits made to school-based health cen-
ters in Louisiana. Services include sports phys-
icals, immunizations, acute care for illness and
injuries, management of chronic diseases such
as asthma and diabetes, counseling services
and wellness programs.

blue cross Gives customers
secure online Access to
personal health records 
As Hurricane season heated up, blue cross
and blue shield reminded customers to gath-
er and safeguard their personal health records
and other vital information. Members were
encouraged to create a personal health record
(PHR) by going online at the Blue Cross web-
site. Through a secure, password-protected
self-service area called AccessBlue, members
can review their current claims records with
Blue Cross or its wholly owned subsidiary,
hmo louisiana. They can add their own
healthcare information such as scanned ID
cards, prescription medication records, names
and numbers of physicians, family members'
names and birthdates, immunization records
and emergency contacts to create a complete
PHR, which is stored safely and accessible
online 24 hours a day from any internet-con-
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nected computer.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana is
one of the first insurers in the nation to make
claims-based health records available to its
customers. The initiative to provide this kind
of information to customers accelerated after
hurricanes Katrina and Rita struck Louisiana
in 2005. The company's first response was to
make drug claim histories available, and the
effort was quickly expanded to include health
information from physician, hospital and lab
claims. Several companies offer PHRs, but
Blue Cross' PHR is unique because it is
portable. The company believes that a cus-
tomer's information belongs to the customer-
so its PHR service stays with the individual at
no charge even if he or she chooses another
insurance carrier later. 

terrebonne parish Now
home to comprehensive cancer care
A new cancer alliance has been formed pro-
viding the most comprehensive and state-of-
the-art cancer care available to patients in the
Bayou region. terrebonne General medical
center (TGMC), cancer care specialists
(CCS), and mary bird perkins cancer
center (MBP) have signed an agreement to
provide strategic, long-term solutions for bat-
tling cancer in the Bayou region through a
comprehensive cancer program located on the
TGMC campus. This multidisciplinary pro-
gram, with its depth of service, wealth of
technology and clinical expertise, provides
immediate access to the vital resources need-
ed to fight cancer.

The program offers a full continuum of cancer
care, from prevention and early detection to
diagnosis, treatment, recovery, and survivor-
ship. The program provides surgery,
chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, as well
as advanced resources and support services
necessary to strengthen cancer care including
medical physics expertise, diagnostic imag-
ing, pathology, clinical research and nutrition,
and social services. In addition to providing
expert physicians and treatment, the program
also brings critical community-based cancer
screenings and educational outreach pro-
grams to the area. The new program will be
known as mary bird perkins cancer
center at tGmc.

Accreditation renewed at pinecrest
Officials with pinecrest supports and
services center have announced the facility
has recently received a two-year accredita-
tion. The council on Quality and
leadership performed the national accredita-
tion review. The term of accreditation is based
on measures of Leadership, Systems, and

Quality Management and Planning. The
review is designed to assess quality from the
consumer's point of view. Pinecrest Supports
and Services Center is a residential facility for
persons with developmental disabilities. 

ochsner Named 2008 most Wired hospital
ochsner health system has been named one
of the nation's Most Wired, according to the
results of the 2008 Most Wired Survey and
Benchmarking Study released in the July
issue of Hospitals & Health Networks maga-
zine, which has named the 100 Most Wired
hospitals and health systems since 1999.
Ochsner has been listed for the last five years.
In addition, Ochsner was listed among the
"Most Wireless"–a recognition extended to
only 25 of the nation's health systems. The
nation's 100 Most Wired hospitals and health
systems are helping consumers take charge of
their healthcare by providing more tools via
the Internet. Of the 79% of Most Wired hos-
pitals that have a patient portal: 
• 57 percent allow patients to pre-register for
services from scheduling tests to appoint-
ments on-line; 

• 47 percent allow patients to check test
results online; and 
• 35 percent provide patients the opportunity
to visit a physician virtually. 

The nation's 100 Most Wired are also using
information technology to improve quality,
satisfaction, and patient care by investing in
technology to streamline business and clinical
practices; to reduce medical errors; and to
improve clinical outcomes. 

Dhh Announces Appointment of
committee to study civil commitment of
sexually violent predators
louisiana Department of health and
hospitals (DHH) has appointed a committee
to study the development and implementation
of a civil commitment program for sexually
violent predators. The committee consists of
representatives from the mental health, legal,
and law enforcement communities that will
evaluate best practices for a statewide pro-
gram of identification, control, monitoring
and treatment of sexually violent predators
and child sexual predators.

House Concurrent Resolution 155, brought by
rep. fred mills (D), directs DHH to organ-
ize a committee that will research the cost,
processes, staffing needs and intra-agency
activities needed to implement and sustain a
program that will provide for the civil com-
mitment and mental health treatment of the
most dangerous sexual predators in the state.
The committee will make its recommenda-
tions to the Department of Health and
Hospitals, which will submit a final report to
the house and senate committees on
health and Welfare before the start of the
2009 Regular Legislative Session. If a pro-
posal is approved by Legislature, Louisiana
would join 16 other states that have created
similar programs.

commcare corporation
Announces New hire
commcare corporation, owner and opera-
tor of skilled nursing facilities throughout
Louisiana and Mississippi, announced the
appointment of l. rené Goux as the compa-
ny's Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer. Goux, who has served on
the CommCare Corporation Board of
Directors for the past 15 years, joined
CommCare full-time July 1, 2008 as
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer. With 29 years of management experi-
ence in hospitals and multi-hospital health
systems throughout Louisiana, and as the
recipient of the prestigious Tenet Leadership
Circle of Excellence Award for 2001, 2002
and 2005, Goux recently retired as Senior
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Vice President and Chief Operating Officer for
Ochsner Community Hospitals.

Dhh launches New era of 
transparency in Government
The Department of health and hospitals has
unveiled an online, searchable system that
makes the Department's contracts accessible to
the public. This database is a product of
Executive Order BJ 2008-2, which requires
state agencies to pursue a higher level of trans-
parency and accountability in state govern-
ment. DHH worked quickly to assemble a team
and provide this valuable information to the
public. In addition to this action, the adminis-
tration successfully sought legislative approval
of SB 287 and SB 337, bills which will lead to
unparalleled transparency in Louisiana's
healthcare system. These bills require the pub-
lishing, online, of healthcare quality and cost
information. 

The new contracts Web site is comprehensive,
providing the data required in the Executive
Order as well as the contract amounts and the
beginning and ending dates of the contracts.
The database will be updated monthly during
the first three months of the fiscal year (July,
August and September) and quarterly there-
after. The online system can be easily accessed

by clicking on the "DHH Contracts Online"
icon on the DHH home page at
www.dhh.la.gov or by going directly to
http://www.dhh.louisiana.gov/offices/apps/app
s-103/ContractsOnLine/index.asp.

DeQ switches to enviroflash
for ozone Action Day Notification
enviroflash, a service that provides air quali-
ty index information via e-mail or mobile text,
is now available to many residents of
Louisiana. While Louisiana's air quality has
continued to improve in recent years, areas of
the state occasionally experience air pollution

levels that may pose a potential health risk for
some people. EnviroFlash allows individuals
across Louisiana to adjust their daily activities
when poor air conditions are expected. The
free EnviroFlash service, to which citizens can
subscribe, is now available for the Baton
Rouge, Shreveport, and New Orleans areas.
Residents enroll on-line and select the health
level at which they want to receive notices. Air
quality is predicted for ground-level ozone pol-
lution, and when an Ozone Action Day is
called, notices are sent to subscribers. If you
are interested in receiving daily air quality
messages or just receiving Ozone Action Day
notifications, you can sign up at http://baton-
rougearea.enviroflash.info. 

lhcr to Work with providers to reduce
Disparities and hospital readmissions
louisiana health care review has been
awarded two new contracts from the federal
centers for medicare & medicaid services.
The Medicare quality improvement projects
will help address disparities in diabetes care
and help older patients transition into the
appropriate care setting following discharge
from a hospital. 

The Care Transitions Project is a three-year
effort to be conducted in partnership with the
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baton rouge General medical center,
lane regional medical center, ochsner
medical center- baton rouge, our lady of
the lake hospital, and st. elizabeth
hospital in Gonzales. The project will focus
on identifying and implementing a variety of
interventions in the hospital and community
that keep patients from having to be readmit-
ted to a hospital after discharge. Louisiana
ranks at or near the top in cost of care per
Medicare beneficiary and has the highest hos-
pital readmission rate in the country. Evidence
shows healthcare costs can be reduced if
patients get the after-care they need instead of
having to be readmitted to the hospital.

Reducing disparities in care for African-
American seniors suffering from diabetes is
the focus of the second three-year grant to
LHCR. LHCR will work to help senior
African-Americans with diabetes stay healthy
by improving provider and patient diabetes
disease management. A pilot project will first
be implemented in five southern Louisiana
parishes including East Baton Rouge, St.
Landry, Lafayette, Iberville, and Orleans.
Forty physician offices from these parishes
will be involved in the study. Results from the
pilot will then be analyzed before the program
is expanded to the entire state.

locAl
two New members
Named to blue cross board 
Two prominent Louisianans were recently
elected to the Board of Directors of blue
cross and blue shield of louisiana and
began their service effective June 1. They are
Dan borné, president, louisiana chemical
Association, Baton Rouge, and Kevin
mccotter, director-corporate development-
Louisiana, chesapeake energy
corporation, Shreveport, La.

Dan Borné has been with the Louisiana
Chemical Association (LCA), which repre-
sents the interests of 66 chemical manufactur-
ing companies that operate at more than 90
locations in the state, for 20 years. He is also
president of the louisiana chemical
Industry Alliance, a 600-member partnership
of Louisiana's chemical plants, their suppliers,
contractors, and vendors. He has also worked
for a state senator, a congressman, three
United States senators and a governor. Borné
has anchored television news and sports and
done radio play-by-play, and he may be best
known to many Louisianans as the Voice of
the Tigers, having served as the public address
announcer for LSU football home games
since 1986 and for basketball home games

since 1988. Before joining LCA, Borné was
vice president of Kaiser Aluminum &
chemical corp. in Baton Rouge. He earned
his bachelor's degree from Nicholls state
university in Thibodaux and his master's
degree in mass communication at LSU, where
he is a member of the Board of Visitors at the
manship school of mass communication.
He is a member of the louisiana Association
of business and Industry, the public Affairs
research council and the council for A
better louisiana. 

Before joining Chesapeake Energy
Corporation, Kevin McCotter enjoyed a 33-
year career with bellsouth telecommuni-
cations in New Orleans that culminated with
becoming head of regulatory and external
affairs for north and west Louisiana. He was
then named senior marketing director and vice
president of citizens National bank in
Bossier City, where he served until becoming
an Executive-in-Residence in 2006 at the
College of Business Administration at
Northwestern state university in
Natchitoches. He is also a member of the col-
lege's business advisory board, the Board of
Visitors. McCotter attended Northwestern
State University and lsu-shreveport and
holds an MBA from tulane university in
New Orleans. He also obtained certification in
2007 from the Graduate school of banking
at Colorado in Boulder, Colo. He is a member
of the louisiana Industrial Development
executives Association, the louisiana
bankers Association and the committee of
100, a business leadership organization based
in Shreveport.

lsu medical coding
certificate program turns ten
Launched within Continuing Education in
1998, the Medical Coding Certificate Program
at LSU celebrates ten years of service. The
program is designed to train participants in
third-party healthcare reimbursement policies,
procedures, and methodologies. The program
also academically prepares participants for the
American health Information
management Association and American
Academy of professional coders certifica-
tion testing offered regionally several times a
year. Program instructors are experienced pro-
fessionals working in the healthcare field.
Most have current dual national certificates or
nursing degrees. With an average class size of
17-25 students, the program allows
further instructor/student interaction and
detailed guidance. Students earn their 
certificate in as little as one year. Instructors
are also available for on-site and
custom training for larger groups.

second pAce site opens
Louisiana's efforts to improve the quality of
care for aging and elderly citizens took anoth-
er step forward with the opening of a second
location offering PACE services. PACE, or
program of All-Inclusive care for the
elderly, offers seniors a variety of services to
address medical, social and personal care
needs. The Baton Rouge program is made
possible by a three-way partnership between
the Department of health and hospitals
(DHH), franciscan missionaries of our
lady health system, and the centers for
medicare and medicaid services. The new
PACE site opened its doors to clients on the
morning of August 1, though the center has
been accepting enrollments since July 1. The
center is currently operating out of the st.
francis house Adult Day care center on
Silverside Drive while a new facility is under
construction. The new building is expected to
open at its Bishop Ott Drive location this
month.

Dr. Jonathan tronolone
Joins baton rouge cardiology center
baton rouge cardiology center announces
the addition of Dr. Jonathan tronolone as a
staff cardiologist to its practice. Dr. Tronolone
will be providing care for patients with heart
and vascular disease at Baton Rouge
Cardiology Center's clinics in Baton Rouge
and Zachary. Dr. Tronolone, a native of
Buffalo, New York, completed his undergrad-
uate studies at canisius college in Buffalo,
New York, and earned his medical degree

from st. George's university school of
medicine in Grenada, West Indies. He com-
pleted his residency training and fellowship in
cardiology at the medical college of Georgia
in Augusta, Georgia. Dr. Tronolone completed
a fellowship in interventional cardiology at
the university of rochester in Rochester,
New York. Dr. Tronolone is board certified in
internal medicine, cardiovascular disease and
nuclear cardiology. He specializes in clinical
cardiology, and complex coronary and periph-

eral intervention.v
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Sen. Bill Cassidy, MD

t sometimes amazes me how many things we take for granted. If a family member has a fever, a cold or any of
the common ailments, we do not think twice about seeing our family healthcare provider. And yet, for many,
seeking healthcare has become a "luxury" they cannot afford. 

Too many Louisianans are living without coverage–being forced to gamble every day that they will not get sick
or injured. The above title is not fictional. The gentleman knew he had a problem because he had taken his
blood pressure at a local store. Not wanting to miss work, he self-medicated by reading over-the-counter boxes.
He is a prime example of the uninsured, working poor. 

The ranks of the working poor are swelling as more families slip into poverty, health benefits are lost, and low-
wage employees bear the brunt of many corporate cutbacks. That means more employees are working full-time, only
to find they can barely support their families. And having a job, even a full-time job, does not guarantee access to health
insurance. 

Numerous studies confirm that not having health insurance reduces access to preventive, primary, and specialty care
and that people without insurance are more likely to live sicker and die younger. This gentleman developed eye prob-
lems as a result of the chronic hypertension. It could have been controlled. The complications could have been avoid-
ed.

Who are the working poor? They are food servers, child care workers, grocery clerks, clerical workers, sales people,
secretaries, to name a few. Many are in service jobs that are essential to the economy. These are the kind of bread-
and-butter jobs that once sustained a family with decent benefits and solid wages. Today, these jobs are more likely to

I

The working uninsured are defined as those who work, but do not have insur-
ance. Typically this is because they earn too much to qualify for Medicaid, but
not enough to afford private insurance. To address this, I, along with others,
began the Greater Baton Rouge Community Clinic to provide free dental and
health care to the working uninsured. The clinic assures the working unin-
sured access to dental, physician, hospital, and laboratory services for free.
Although patients can receive free services through Earl K. Long Hospital, it
can be difficult for the working uninsured to hold a job and attend the busy
Earl K. Long clinics. The guest column below was written by the director of
the Greater Baton Rouge Community Clinic.

-Sen. Bill Cassidy, MD 

by: Pat Chester Alford
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bring a life of poverty. These are hard working individuals who
are trying to cope with the rising cost of gas, food, and hous-
ing. Making minimum wage or even a little above causes them
to continuously struggle to survive. Health insurance is not
even a viable option. 

Many low-income, uninsured use hospital emergency rooms
as their primary source of healthcare, at great expense to hos-
pitals, which pass the costs on to paying patients. Emergency
rooms do not provide preventive care. They do not provide
dialysis, chemotherapy, medications, and other services peo-
ple with serious illnesses need. Out of pride or fear of debt,
many low-income sick people simply do nothing about their
condition. 

The Institute of Medicine has reported that:
• Uninsured children and adults experience worse health and

die sooner.
• Lack of insurance at the community level is associated with

financial instability for healthcare providers and institutions,
reduced hospital services and capacity, and significant cuts
in public health programs, which may diminish access to cer-
tain types of care for all residents, even those who have cov-
erage.

• Uninsured adults are less likely to receive recommended
preventive and screening services than insured adults. 

• For society as a whole, the cost of not having
insurance extends beyond the lost value due to worse
health outcomes for individuals (i.e., more illness and
shorter life). 

• Additional costs to society are associated with assorted
consequences of lack of insurance, including:

-Developmental deficiencies rooted in childhood 
-Expenses borne by families, especially those with
a member who suffers a chronic health condition,
catastrophic illness or injury 

-Lost income due to reduced employment and job
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productivity
-Constrained capacity of the public health system 
-Diminished public health (e.g., due to low immuniza-
tion rates, lack of access to preventive health) 
-Uncompensated care (worth about $35 billion in 2001;
an estimated 75-85 percent is paid from public
sources) 

-Higher public program costs (Medicare, Social 
Security Disability Insurance, the criminal justice
system) 

-Social inequality. 

The Institute of Medicine ended their report stating that
there is a disparity in access to effective healthcare serv-
ices, and that its inequality runs counter to American
ideals of equal opportunity, fairness, and justice.

Realizing the need and wanting to help this marginalized
population, members of the dental and medical communi-
ties joined forces, recruited like-minded community
activists, and created the Greater Baton Rouge
Community Clinic. A non-profit organization, the
Community Clinic provides free dental, medical, mental
health, and vision care services to the uninsured, working
poor in the nine-parish Greater Baton Rouge Area.

With an innovative and cost effective twist, the "virtual"
Community Clinic concept was conceived and developed.
The word virtual conjures images of "on-line" measures,
which is far from the fact. The reality is that virtual means
no bricks and mortar building and that the nearly 500 par-
ticipating healthcare professionals actually treat the
Community Clinic patients in their own offices, using their
own staff and equipment. 

The concept is provider-friendly in that the volunteers do
not have to take additional time from their families at night
or on weekends, they can actually donate their services
within their ordinary work day. It is patient-friendly
because it allows the working individuals to schedule their
appointments around their work schedule. It provides
them with a medical home, an opportunity to establish a
history, and a relationship with a primary care physician.
For many of the Community Clinic patients, it is the first
time they have been treated in private offices and not
made to wait hours for their appointment. The services
are enhanced with the partnership of the local hospitals,
imaging centers, surgery centers, and labs that provide
basic diagnostics and specially approved outpatient pro-
cedures for Community Clinic patients. 

Providing a medical home, teaching preventive health-
care, and giving the uninsured, working poor an opportu-
nity to live a healthier and more productive life is the impe-
tus behind the Community Clinic's mission. For more
information, call 225-769-3377.v





ith flu season now in full swing, it is still not
too late to make plans to get the flu shot for
the 2008-2009 season. An abundance of
community resources are available to help
Louisiana citizens get the vaccine that fights
the influenza virus, and persons working in

the healthcare setting should also be vaccinated.  

According to the Centers for Disease Control, healthcare
workers are among those at higher risk for contracting the ill-
ness, and for potentially spreading it in their work environ-
ment. Vaccination of healthcare professionals has been
associated with reduced work absenteeism and with fewer
deaths among nursing home patients.

A quick reminder:  people recommended for vaccination
based on their risk of complications from influenza or
because they are in close contact with someone at higher risk
of influenza complications include:
• Children aged 6 months until their 5th

birthday
• Pregnant women

• People 50 years of age and older
• People of any age with certain chronic health

conditions (such as asthma, diabetes or heart disease)
• People who live in nursing homes and other long term

care facilities
• Household contacts of person at high risk for

complications from influenza
• Household contacts and out of home caregivers

of children less than 6 months of age
• Healthcare workers

What is the most efficient way to keep you, your staff mem-
bers and your community vaccinated against the flu?  

This chart shows a summary of client or community-based
interventions considered evidence-based best practices for
increasing influenza and pneumococcal immunization rates.
The intervention recommendations are the result of meta-
analyses from various evidence-based studies including the
Rand Study, the Community Services Prevention Guide from
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
Stone, Morton, Hulscher, et al. 

by: Dr. Samuel Leonard, Associate Medical Director
Louisiana Heath Care Review
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The task forces of each of the meta-analysis studies determined the level of intervention effectiveness in the following five cat-
egories:

Additional evidence-based best practice intervention information is available for provider or health system level interventions,
as well as interventions focused on improving access to services. Contact Louisiana Health Care Review at 225-926-6353 for
the full report. v
References
1. Guide to Community Preventive Services: What works to promote health? 2005. New York: Oxford University Press. 
2. Rand Study; Shekelle PG, Stone EG, Maglione M, Hirt M, Mojica W, Srikanthan P, Tomizawa T, Morton SC, Chao B, Roth EA, Breuder T, Rubenstein LV. Interventions That Decrease the Utilization of Medicare-Funded Preventive Services for Persons Age 65 and
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Screening Services: A Meta-Analysis.
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Woman's Hospital CEO Named Chair
Teri G. Fontenot, Woman's Hospital's President/CEO, FACHE, has been named Chair of the Board of the Louisiana
Hospital Association (LHA) Professional and General Liability Trust Funds. The board manages insurance programs
for healthcare providers statewide providing hospital and physician professional liability and hospital general liability
and worker's compensation coverage. For nearly three decades, LHA member hospitals have turned to the special-
ized programs provided by LHA Trust Funds, HSLI, and the HSLI Agency, Inc. 

Pennington Cancer Center Receives Commendation
Baton Rouge General's Pennington Cancer Center has earned a three-year approval with commendation from the
American College of Surgeons Commission on Cancer. Only 25% of all cancer programs in the United States and
Puerto Rico earn this approval, which is given only to those facilities that have voluntarily committed to provide the
highest level of quality cancer care and undergo an evaluation process. The Commission on Cancer is dedicated to
improving survival rates and quality of life for cancer patients through standard-setting, prevention, research, educa-
tion, and the monitoring of comprehensive quality care. In 1989, the General's cancer program became the first in the
region to obtain the Commission on Cancer approval. The program has subsequently maintained continuous approval
as a Community Hospital Comprehensive Program.

OLOL Named Consumer Choice Award Winner for Tenth Consecutive Year
For the tenth consecutive year, Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center has been selected by the National
Research Corporation (NRC) as the Consumer Choice Award winner for the hospital with the highest overall quality
and image in the Baton Rouge metropolitan area. Only 40 other hospitals nationwide have achieved this recognition
ten consecutive years. 
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Consumer Choice award winners are determined by consumer perceptions
on multiple quality and image ratings collected in the NRC Healthcare
Market Guide study. The 2008-2009 NRC Healthcare Market Guide study
surveyed over 200,000 households by phone representing 450,000 con-
sumers in the contiguous 48 states and the District of Columbia. The 2008-
2009 Healthcare Market Guide is the nation's largest and most comprehen-
sive study of its kind.

Genetic Counseling and Screening Can Save Lives
A new service at Baton Rouge General's Pennington Cancer Center can
help detect the risk for hereditary forms of some cancers. Pennington
Cancer Center's genetic screening and counseling focuses on helping indi-
viduals learn if a gene mutation is present, and, if so, determine a plan of
action to prevent cancer from developing. 

Dr. Duayne Superneau, a medical geneticist, has joined Pennington Cancer
Center's medical staff and can help individuals learn whether genetic coun-
seling is right for them and determine the risk for hereditary forms of some
cancers. During the first step in genetic cancer screening and counseling, Dr.
Superneau maps out a genetic family tree. If a mutated gene is present that
could cause several types of cancer, preventive measures such as beginning
exams at an earlier age, modifying lifestyle, participating in clinical trials, or
undertaking preventive surgery are options available to patients.  The
screening covers many types of cancer, including breast, ovarian, colorectal,
prostate, bladder, colon, and others.

Lane Honors Long-Term Employees 
Lane Regional Medical Center recently recognized thirty-five long-term
employees for their years of service:
• Scarlet Collier, Cindy Helmke, Johnny Taylor, and Larry Ward

- 30 years of service.  
• Rhonda Ancar, Cathy Anderson, and Paula Knight - 25 years of service.
• Rhonda Beauchamp, Emma Dunn, and Brenda Wilkinson

- 20 years of service.  
• Allyson Bennett, Michelle Carroll, Dawn Martin, Judy Matin,

Susie McLendon, Betty Morace, Angie Saari, and Brenda Simpson
- 15 years of service.

• Patsy Lofstrom, Nicole McGrew, Paul Mier, and Karla Miller
- 10 years of service.  

• Debra Corey, Barbara Emery, Anita Fox, Valerie Gill, Kimberly Groht,
Josephine Hamilton, Loren Kirkland, Glynnda McDonald, Matthew Morgan,
Kathy Pate, Eric Rome, Carlette Selders, and Brittany Wallace
- 5 years of service.

IT Magazine Names Baton Rouge General in Top 25
HealthImaging and IT magazine has named Baton Rouge General to its list
of the "Top 25 Most Connected Healthcare Facilities" in the nation. Baton
Rouge General is the only Louisiana hospital named to the list recognizing
best practices in imaging and information technology.

Technology highlighted by HealthImaging focused on diagnostic techniques
at Baton Rouge General's Pennington Cancer Center, including 3D treat-
ment planning, intensity modulated radiation therapy, multileaf collimation,
digital online portal imaging, and high dose rate remote after-loading
brachytherapy. The magazine also mentioned diagnostic radiology and
pathology, along with MRI, multi slice CT scanner, digital mammography, dig-
ital radiography, digital radiography portables, nuclear medicine, and mam-
mography as some of the General's imaging and IT assets.

Teri Fontenot

Long-term employees
honored by Lane
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The "Top 25" healthcare facilities were selected on the number of modalities,
departments, and information systems that share digital images and reports,
percentage of facility that is filmless, percentage of digital procedures, the
ability of physicians to access electronic images and reports, and cost sav-
ings based on efficiencies driven by integrating digital technologies.   

Tandra Davison of OLOL Appointed as Baldrige Examiner
Tandra Davison, Divisional Director of Quality at Our Lady of the Lake was
recently appointed to the 2008 Board of Examiners for the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award. The Award is the highest level of national recogni-
tion for performance excellence that a U.S. organization can receive. As an
examiner, Davison is responsible for reviewing and evaluating applications
submitted for the Award. The board is composed of approximately 500 lead-
ing experts selected from industry, professional and trade organizations,
education and healthcare organizations, and government.

Those selected meet the highest standards of qualification and peer recog-
nition. All members of the board must take part in a preparation course
based on the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence and the scoring
and evaluation processes for the Baldrige Award.

Vitrano Appointed to Louisiana Quality Foundation Board
Craig Vitrano, MD, Vice President of Medical Affairs and Strategy at St.
Elizabeth Hospital, has been appointed to the Board of Directors of the
Louisiana Quality Foundation. The Louisiana Quality Foundation is a non-
profit organization of dedicated professional volunteers which strives to
assist Louisiana organizations to achieve performance excellence so as to
gain competitive advantages.

St. Elizabeth Hospital was the sole recipient of the 2007 Louisiana Quality
Foundation's Louisiana Performance Excellence Award. The Louisiana
Performance Excellence Award is a statewide award recognizing quality
leadership in education, government, manufacturing, service industries, and
non-profit organizations and is based on the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award. Organized and administered by the Louisiana Quality
Foundation, the award is presented to the organization(s) meeting the award
criteria benchmarks.  

Lane RMC Named Five-Star Facility 
Lane Regional Medical Center has been named a Five-Star facility by
Cleverly & Associates (C&A) for the second year in a row. C&A measures
the value that a hospital provides to its community. As a Five-Star facility,
Lane is in the top 20 percent of hospitals nationwide. This designation is
based on the hospital's financial viability, cost of care, and pricing. According
to C&A, hospitals that have low costs, low charges, and use financial
resources efficiently for reinvestment back into the provision of healthcare
are operating with a high degree of community value.

Woman's Employee Recognized at Technologist of the Year
Margaret Gallo, Woman's Hospital, was recognized as the 2008
Technologist of the Year by the Louisiana Society of Radiologic
Technologists (LSRT). The award recognizes an individual who has demon-
strated outstanding capabilities and achievements in the field.

Gallo has been a member of the Mammography Council, a division of LSRT,
since its inception and has been a council officer and chairperson on multi-
ple occasions. Gallo has worked at Woman's Hospital since 1991. She

Tandra Davison

Craig Vitrano, MD
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serves as the QA/QC technologist and is keeper of all records for the
department including MQSA/ACR, as well as acting as the department's
continuing education coordinator.

Holman Named LHA Board of Trustees Chair
Members of the Louisiana Hospital Association (LHA) recently elected
their 2008-2009 Board of Trustee Officers. William R. Holman, FACHE,
president and chief executive officer of the Baton Rouge General Medical
Center, was elected to serve a two-year term as the LHA Board of Trustees
Chair. He received the gavel from Mark E. Marley, FACHE, chief executive
officer of Natchitoches Regional Medical Center, who will now serve as
Immediate Past-Chair.

Other newly-elected officers include: Chair-Elect - Cindy J. Rogers,
FACHE, chief executive officer of St. Patrick's Psychiatric Hospital in
Monroe; and Treasurer - Milton D. Bourgeois, Jr., chief executive officer of
Ochsner-St. Anne General Hospital in Raceland. 

In addition to the Executive Committee, the LHA Board of Trustees is com-
prised of At-Large and District Trustees. Newly-elected At-Large Trustees
are: M. Bryan Day, senior vice president - eastern region of Promise
Healthcare; and Patrick J. Quinlan, MD, MHA, chief executive officer of
Ochsner Health System in New Orleans. Re-elected to a second term as
At-Large Trustees are: Roger C. LeDoux, chief executive officer of Byrd
Regional Hospital in Leesville; and Phyllis Peoples, president and chief
executive officer of Terrebonne General Medical Center in Houma. Other
At-Large Trustees are: James K. Elrod, president and chief executive offi-
cer of Willis-Knighton Health System in Shreveport; and Dee LeJeune,
RN, CNA, chief executive officer of St. Elizabeth Hospital in Gonzales.

District Trustees are: Central - A.C. Buchanan, president and chief execu-
tive officer of Rapides Regional Medical Center in Alexandria; New
Orleans - Steve Worley, president and chief executive officer of Children's
Hospital in New Orleans; Northeast - Evalyn Ormond, chief executive offi-
cer of Union General Hospital in Farmerville; Northwest - Karen Mixon,
administrator of CHRISTUS Coushatta Health Care Center in Coushatta;
Southeast - James E. Cathey, Jr., chief executive officer of North Oaks
Medical Center in Hammond; and Southwest - Kathy J. Bobbs, chief exec-
utive officer of Women's & Children's Hospital in Lafayette.

New Lane Cardiovascular Center Now Open
Lane Regional Medical Center's new freestanding 9,250 square foot
Cardiovascular Center is now open, bringing the most advanced cardio-
vascular diagnosis and treatment capability to Zachary and the surround-
ing areas.  

The center features a full range of evaluations and procedures, which
include insertion of pacemakers, opening of blocked coronary arteries,
stent placement, removal of artery plaque, nuclear medicine studies, car-
diac catheterizations to diagnose coronary artery disease, valvular heart
disease, congestive heart failure and certain congenital heart conditions,
as well as peripheral catheterizations to diagnose aortic aneurysms, renal
artery disease, carotid artery disease, and peripheral artery disease. 

Bill Holman

M. Bryan Day
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The Lane Cardiovascular Center also features easy outpatient access,
areas for EKG, Echo, and Stress testing, and paperless digital imag-
ing.

State Fair Foundation Presents $10,000
Gift to Baton Rouge General
The Baton Rouge State Fair Foundation recently presented Baton
Rouge General with a $10,000 contribution for ten pediatric burn vic-
tims to attend Camp I'm Still Me, a special camp for children who have
been burned. Pictured left from right: Robin Passman, RN, Baton
Rouge General Burn Center; J. H. Martin, Executive Director of Baton
Rouge State Fair Foundation; and Beth Barback, LCSW, Social
Worker for Baton Rouge General's Burn Center and Kirk's Kids
Pediatrics Center.

Lane and CIS
Announce New Treatment Option 
Cardiovascular Institute of the South (CIS) and
Lane Regional Medical Center announced
they are the first in the Baton Rouge area to
begin using the new CROSSER Catheter
(FlowCardia, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) to expand
the treatment options for patients suffering
from chronic total occlusions (CTO) in the
arteries of the legs. Peripheral CTO patients
can be treated with drugs, bypass graft sur-
gery, amputation, or a catheter-based,
endovascular approach.  v



Airport

Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport
9430 Jackie Cochran Dr.

Baton Rouge, LA 70807

225.355.0333

www.flybtr.com

Audio Visual

Audio Video Results
11931 Industriplex Blvd.

Ste. 700, Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.755.2100

www.avresults.com

Woofers Home Theater
14241 Airline Hwy.

Ste. 108, Baton Rouge, LA 70817

225.757.6615

www.WoofersHomeTheater.com

Art Gallery

Elizabethan Gallery
680 Jefferson Hwy.

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.924.6437

www.elizabethangallery.com

Attorneys

Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
One American Place

301 N. Main St.

Ste. 810, Baton Rouge, LA 70825

225.381.7000

www.bakerdonelson.com

McGlinchey Stafford
One American Place,

301 N. Main St.

14th Floor, Baton Rouge, LA 70825

225.383.9000

www.mcglinchey.com

Automotive (Dealers)

Paretti Jaguar of Baton Rouge
11977 Airline Hwy., Baton Rouge, LA 70817

225.756.5247

www.paretti.com

Automotive (Tire and Care)

Treads & Care
1312 W. Hwy. 30, Gonzales, LA 70737

225.647.9631

Treads & Care
10711 Coursey Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70716

225.368.1234

Cancer Services

The Total Woman Boutique
9244 Florida Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70815

225.924.4531

www.thetotalwomanboutique.net

Chiropractor

Capitol Spine & Rehabilitation
429 E. Airport, Ste. 1

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.926.1900

Cleaners

Sunshine Cleaners
16645-A Highland Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70810

225.753.4060

www.sunshinecleaners.net

Consulting

HealthCare + Business Consulting,
Phillip H. Rees
7474 Highland Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225.767.9577

www.HCBconsulting.com

Healthworks:
A Management Services Group
8017 Jefferson Hwy, Ste. A2

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.383.1180

www.healthworks-llc.com

Custom Clothier

Manuel Martinez
7280 Corporate Blvd., Ste. A

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.928.9107

www.martinezcustom.com

Diabetic Supplies

HealthCare 1
6547 North Foster Dr.

Baton Rouge, LA 70811

225.355.5880

sales@healthcare1la.com

Financial Services

Campus Federal
6230 Perkins Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225.769.8841

www.campusfederal.org

Florist

Peregrin's Florist &
Decorative Services, Inc.
8883 Highland Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225.761.0888

www.peregrinsflorist.com

Gastroenterology

Digestive Health Center of Louisiana
9103 Jefferson Hwy.

resource GuIDe
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Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.927.1190

www.dhcla.com

Hearing Aids

Audibel Hearing Healthcare
8754 Goodwood Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.928.1490

www.audibel.com

Home Health

Personal Homecare Services
6869 Hwy. 84 W.

Ferriday, LA 71334

877.336.8045

www.personalhomecare.net

Synergy Home Care
8120 Kelwood Ave.

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.201.1235

www.synergygrp.net

Hospitals

Lane Regional Medical Center
6300 Main St., Zachary, LA 70791

225.654.5263

www.lanermc.org

Our Lady of the Lake
Regional Medical Center
5000 Hennessy Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225.765.6565

www.ololrmc.com

Promise Hospital of Ascension
615 East Worthey Rd.

Gonzales, LA 70737

225.621.1242

www.promisehealthcare.com

Promise Hospital of Baton Rouge
Baton Rouge General (Mid-City Campus)

3600 Florida Blvd., 4th Floor

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.381.2682

Promise Hospital of Baton Rouge
Ochsner Campus

17000 Medical Center Dr.

3rd Floor, Baton Rouge, LA 70816

225.381.2682

Imaging

Imaging Center of Louisiana
8338 Summa Ave., Ste. 302

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.761.8988

www.imagingcenterofla.com

Insurance

Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Louisiana
5525  Reitz Ave., Baton Rouge, LA 70809

800.495.2583

www.bcbsla.com

Employees Insurance
2645 O'Neal Ln., Bldg. B, Ste. A

Baton Rouge, LA 70816

225.273.1471

www.employeesinsurance.com

Louisiana Health Plan 
P.O. Drawer 83880

Baton Rouge, LA 70884-3880

225.926.6245

www.lahealthplan.org 

Medical Supplies

MMS A Medical
Supply Company
3401 Oak Villa Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA, 70814

225.216.3346

www.MMSmedical.com

Medical Uniforms

Classic Image Uniforms
3510 Drusilla Ln., Ste. A

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.929.8989

www.classicimageuniforms.com

Uniforms, Etc. USA
9490 Airline Hwy.

Baton Rouge, LA 70815

225.248.1333

www.uniformsetcusa.com

Neuromedical

The NeuroMedical
Center Clinic and Hospital
10101 Park Rowe Ave.

Baton Rouge, LA 70810

225.769.2200

www.TheNeuroMedicalCenter.com

Non-Profit

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
9141 Interline Dr., Ste. 4A

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.769.9994

Nursing Home

CommCare Corporation
5550 Thomas Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70811

877.277.3859

www.commcare.com

Orthopedics

Bone & Joint Clinic of Baton Rouge
7301 Hennessy Blvd.

Ste. 200, Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225.766.0050

www.bjcbr.com

Pediatrics

Children's Hospital Outpatient
Center of Baton Rouge
720 Connells Park Ln.

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.216.3047

www.chnola.org

Pediatric Surgery of Louisiana
7777 Hennessy Blvd.

Ste. 212, Baton Rouge, LA 70816

225.769.2295

Pharmaceuticals

Gulfcoast Pharmaceutical Specialty
1039 E. Hwy. 30, Gonzales, LA 70737

800.498.5220

www.gpspharmacy.biz

Physical Therapy

Peak Performance
Physical Therapy
11320 Industriplex Blvd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.295.8184

www.peakphysicaltherapy.com

Real Estate

C.J. Brown Realtors
- Tom Bhramayana
4314 S. Sherwood Forest Blvd.

Ste. 100, Baton Rouge, LA 70816

225.933.8942

www.tombahama-mama.com

Restaurants

French Market Bistro
16645 Highland Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70810

225.753.3500

www.frenchmarketbistro.com
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resource GuIDe

Mansurs on the Boulevard
5720-A Corporate Blvd.

Baton Rouge LA 70808

225.923.3366

www.mansursontheboulevard.com

Skilled Nursing Facility

CommCare
Corporation
5550 Thomas Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70811

877.277.3859

www.commcare.com

Vascular Clinic

Total Vein Care
8595 Picardy Ave., Ste. 320

Baton Rouge, LA 70809

225.761.8119

www.TotalVeinCareLouisiana.com

Wines and Spirits

Calandro's Select Cellars
4142 Government St.

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

225.383.7815

12732 Perkins Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70810

225.767.6659

www.calandros.com
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